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Abstract
Given a vertex-weighted directed graph G = (V,E) and a set T = {t1, t2, . . . tk} of k terminals, the
objective of the STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER SUBGRAPH (SCSS) problem is to find a vertex set
H ⊆V of minimum weight such that G[H] contains a ti→ t j path for each i 6= j. The problem is NP-hard,
but Feldman and Ruhl [FOCS ’99; SICOMP ’06] gave a novel nO(k) algorithm for the SCSS problem,
where n is the number of vertices in the graph and k is the number of terminals. We explore how much
easier the problem becomes on planar directed graphs.
• Our main algorithmic result is a 2O(k) ·nO(
√
k) algorithm for planar SCSS, which is an improvement
of a factor of O(
√
k) in the exponent over the algorithm of Feldman and Ruhl.
• Our main hardness result is a matching lower bound for our algorithm: we show that planar SCSS
does not have an f (k) · no(
√
k) algorithm for any computable function f , unless the Exponential
Time Hypothesis (ETH) fails.
To obtain our algorithm, we first show combinatorially that there is a minimal solution whose
treewidth is O(
√
k), and then use the dynamic-programming based algorithm for finding bounded-
treewidth solutions due to Feldmann and Marx [ICALP ’16]. To obtain the lower bound matching the
algorithm, we need a delicate construction of gadgets arranged in a grid-like fashion to tightly control the
number of terminals in the created instance.
The following additional results put our upper and lower bounds in context:
• Our 2O(k) ·nO(
√
k) algorithm for planar directed graphs can be generalized to graphs excluding a
fixed minor. Additionally, we can obtain this running time for the problem of finding an optimal
planar solution even if the input graph is not planar.
• In general graphs, we cannot hope for such a dramatic improvement over the nO(k) algorithm
of Feldman and Ruhl: assuming ETH, SCSS in general graphs does not have an f (k) ·no(k/ logk)
algorithm for any computable function f .
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• Feldman and Ruhl generalized their nO(k) algorithm to the more general DIRECTED STEINER
NETWORK (DSN) problem; here the task is to find a subgraph of minimum weight such that for
every source si there is a path to the corresponding terminal ti. We show that, assuming ETH, there
is no f (k) ·no(k) time algorithm for DSN on acyclic planar graphs.
All our lower bounds hold for the edge-unweighted version, while the algorithm works for the more
general vertex-(un)weighted version.
1 Introduction
The STEINER TREE (ST) problem is one of the earliest and most fundamental problems in combinatorial
optimization: given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and a set T ⊆V of terminals, the objective is to find a
tree of minimum size which connects all the terminals. The ST problem is believed to have been first formally
defined by Gauss in a letter in 1836, and the first combinatorial formulation is attributed independently to
Hakimi [43] and Levin [52] in 1971. The ST problem is known to be NP-complete, and was in fact part
of Karp’s original list [49] of 21 NP-complete problems. In the directed version of the ST problem, called
DIRECTED STEINER TREE (DST), we are also given a root vertex r and the objective is to find a minimum
size arborescence which connects the root r to each terminal from T . An easy reduction from SET COVER
shows that the DST problem is also NP-complete.
Steiner-type problems arise in the design of networks. Since many networks are symmetric, the directed
versions of Steiner-type problems were mostly of theoretical interest. However, in recent years, it has
been observed [65, 67] that the connection cost in various networks such as satellite or radio networks are
not symmetric. Therefore, directed graphs form the most suitable model for such networks. In addition,
Ramanathan [65] also used the DST problem to find low-cost multicast trees, which have applications in
point-to-multipoint communication in high bandwidth networks. We refer the interested reader to Winter [69]
for a survey on applications of Steiner problems in networks.
In this paper we consider two well-studied Steiner-type problems in directed graphs, namely the
STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER SUBGRAPH and the DIRECTED STEINER NETWORK problems. In
the (vertex-unweighted) STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER SUBGRAPH (SCSS) problem, given a directed
graph G = (V,E) and a set T = {t1, t2, . . . , tk} of k terminals, the objective is to find a set S⊆V of minimum
size such that G[S] contains a ti→ t j path for each 1≤ i 6= j ≤ k. Thus, just as DST, the SCSS problem is
another directed version of the ST problem, where all terminals need to be connected to each other. The
(vertex-unweighted) DIRECTED STEINER NETWORK (DSN) problem generalizes both DST and SCSS: given
a directed graph G = (V,E) and a set T = {(s1, t1),(s2, t2), . . . ,(sk, tk)} of k pairs of terminals, the objective
is to find a set S ⊆ V of minimum size such that G[S] contains an si→ ti path for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We first
describe the known results for both SCSS and DSN before stating our results and techniques.
1.1 Previous work
Since both DSN and SCSS are NP-complete, one can try to design polynomial-time approximation algorithms
for these problems. An α-approximation for DST implies a 2α-approximation for SCSS as follows: fix a
terminal t ∈ T and take the union of the solutions of the DST instances (G, t,T \ t) and (Grev, t,T \ t), where
Grev is the graph obtained from G by reversing the orientations of all edges. The best known approximation
ratio in polynomial time for SCSS is kε for any ε > 0 [14]. A result of Halperin and Krauthgamer [44]
implies SCSS has no Ω(log2−ε n)-approximation for any ε > 0, unless NP has quasi-polynomial Las Vegas
algorithms. For the more general DSN problem, the best approximation ratio known is n2/3+ε for any ε > 0.
Berman et al. [4] showed that DSN has no Ω(2log1−ε n)-approximation for any 0 < ε < 1, unless NP has
quasi-polynomial time algorithms.
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Rather than finding approximate solutions in polynomial time, one can look for exact solutions in time that
is still better than the running time obtained by brute force algorithms. For (unweighted versions of) both the
SCSS and DSN problems, brute force can be used to check in time nO(p) if a solution of size at most p exists:
one can go through all sets of size at most p. A more efficient algorithm would have runtime f (p) ·nO(1),
where f is some computable function depending only on p. A problem is said to be fixed-parameter tractable
(FPT) with a particular parameter p if it admits such an algorithm; see [23, 28, 37, 62] for more background
on FPT algorithms. A natural parameter for our considered problems is the number k of terminals or terminal
pairs; with this parameterization, it is not even clear if there is a polynomial-time algorithm for every fixed k,
much less if the problem is FPT. It is known that STEINER TREE on undirected graphs is FPT parameterized
by the number k of terminals: the classical algorithm of Dreyfus and Wagner [29] solves the problem in time
3k ·nO(1). The running time was recently improved to 2k ·nO(1) by Bjo¨rklund et al. [5]. The same algorithms
work for DIRECTED STEINER TREE as well.
For the SCSS and DSN problems, we cannot expect fixed-parameter tractability: Guo et al. [42] showed
that SCSS is W[1]-hard parameterized by the number of terminals k, and DSN is W[1]-hard parameterized
by the number of terminal pairs k. In fact, it is not even clear how to solve these problems in polynomial
time for small fixed values of the number k of terminals/pairs. The case of k = 1 in DSN is the well-known
shortest path problem in directed graphs, which is known to be polynomial time solvable. For the case k = 2
in DSN, an O(n5) algorithm was given by Li et al. [53] which was later improved to O(mn+n2 logn) by
Natu and Fang [61]. The question regarding the existence of a polynomial time algorithm for DSN when
k = 3 was open. Feldman and Ruhl [35] solved this question by giving an nO(k) algorithm for DSN, where k
is the number of terminal pairs. They first designed an nO(k) algorithm for SCSS, where k is the number of
terminals, and used it as a subroutine in the algorithm for the more general DSN problem.
1.2 Our results and techniques
Given the amount of attention the planar version of Steiner-type problems received from the viewpoint of
approximation (see, e.g., [2, 3, 11, 26, 32]) and the availability of techniques for parameterized algorithms on
planar graphs (see, e.g., [6, 27, 40, 50, 59]), it is natural to explore SCSS and DSN restricted to planar graphs1.
In general, one can have the expectation that the problems restricted to planar graphs become easier, but
sophisticated techniques might be needed to exploit planarity. In particular, a certain square root phenomenon
was observed for a wide range of algorithmic problems: the exponent of the running time can be improved
from O(k) to O(
√
k) (or to O(
√
k logk)) and lower bounds indicate that this improvement is essentially best
possible [1, 24, 38, 39, 50, 51, 55, 58–60, 63]. Our main algorithmic result is also an improvement of this form:
Theorem 1.1. An instance (G,T ) of the vertex-weighted STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER SUBGRAPH
problem with |G|= n and |T |= k can be solved in 2O(k) ·nO(
√
k) time, when the underlying undirected graph
of G is planar.
This algorithm presents a major improvement over the Feldman-Ruhl algorithm for SCSS in general
graphs which runs in nO(k) time. A preliminary version of this paper [19] by a subset of the authors contained
a complicated algorithm with a worse running time of 2O(k·logk) ·nO(
√
k). It relied on modifying the Feldman-
Ruhl token game, and then using the excluded grid theorem for planar graphs followed by treewidth-based
techniques. We briefly give some intuition behind this algorithm and the original nO(k) algorithm of Feldman-
Ruhl. The algorithm of Feldman-Ruhl for SCSS is based on defining a game with 2k tokens and costs
associated with the moves of the tokens such that the minimum cost of the game is equivalent to the minimum
cost of a solution of the SCSS problem; then the minimum cost of the game can be computed by exploring a
state space of size nO(k). The 2O(k·logk) ·nO(
√
k) algorithm was obtained by generalizing the Feldman-Ruhl
1Planarity for directed graph problems refers to the underlying undirected graph being planar
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token game via introducing supermoves, which are sequences of certain types of moves. The generalized
game still has a state space of nO(k), but it has the advantage that we can now give a bound of O(k) on the
number of supermoves required for the game (such a bound is not possible for the original version of the
game). This gives an O(k)-sized summary of the token game, and hence has treewidth O(
√
k). However,
this summary is “unlabeled”, i.e., we do not explicitly know which vertices occur where in the summary.
Guessing by brute force requires nO(k) time, and the improvement to 2O(k·logk) ·nO(
√
k) is obtained by using an
embedding theorem of Klein and Marx [50].
Unlike the 2O(k·logk) ·nO(
√
k) algorithm of [19], the 2O(k) ·nO(
√
k) algorithm from Theorem 1.1 does not
depend on the Feldman-Ruhl algorithm. It is conceptually much simpler: first we show combinatorially
(see Lemma 2.2) that there is a minimal solution whose treewidth is O(
√
k), and then use the dynamic-
programming based algorithm for finding bounded-treewidth solutions for DSN due to Feldmann and
Marx [36, Theorem 5]. The simplicity of our new approach also allows transparent generalizations in two
directions:
• From planar to H-minor-free graphs: we may use the excluded grid minor theorem for H-minor-free
graphs [25] instead of the excluded grid minor theorem for planar graphs [66] to prove the existence of
a minimal solution of treewidth O(
√
k), which again implies a 2O(k) ·nO(
√
k) time algorithm.
• Between restricted inputs and restricted solutions: our algorithm only exploits the H-minor-freeness
of an optimum solution, and not of the whole input graph. Thus, only the existence of one optimum
H-minor-free solution in an otherwise unrestricted input graph is enough to show that some optimum
solution (which might not necessarily be H-minor-free) can be found in 2O(k) ·nO(
√
k) time2.
Can we get a better speedup in planar graphs than the improvement from O(k) to O(
√
k) in the exponent
of n? Our main hardness result matches our algorithm: it shows that O(
√
k) is best possible under the
Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH).
Theorem 1.2. The edge-unweighted version of the SCSS problem is W[1]-hard parameterized by the number
of terminals k, even when the underlying undirected graph is planar. Moreover, under ETH, the SCSS problem
on planar graphs cannot be solved in f (k) ·no(
√
k) time where f is any computable function, k is the number
of terminals and n is the number of vertices in the instance.
This also answers the question of Guo et al. [42], who showed the W[1]-hardness of these problems on
general graphs and left the fixed-parameter tractability status on planar graphs as an open question. Recall that
ETH has the consequence that n-variable 3SAT cannot be solved in time 2o(n) [45, 46]. There are relatively
few parameterized problems that are W[1]-hard on planar graphs [7, 13, 33, 58]. The reason for the scarcity
of such hardness results is mainly because for most problems, the fixed-parameter tractability of finding a
solution of size k in a planar graph can be reduced to a bounded-treewidth problem by standard layering
techniques. However, in our case the parameter k is the number of terminals, hence such a simple reduction
to the bounded-treewidth case does not seem to be possible. Our reduction is from the GRID TILING problem
formulated by Marx [56, 58] (see also [23]), which is a convenient starting point for parameterized reductions
for planar problems. For our reduction we need to construct two types of gadgets, namely the connector
gadget and main gadget, which are then arranged in a grid-like structure (see Figure 2). The main technical
part of the reduction is the structural result regarding the existence and construction of particular types of
connector gadgets and main gadgets (Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.6). Interestingly, the construction of the
connector gadget poses a greater challenge: here we exploit in a fairly delicate way the fact that the ti; t j
2This can be thought of as an intermediate requirement between the two extremes of either forcing the input graph itself to be
H-minor-free versus the other extreme of finding an optimum solution which is H-minor-free. There has been some recent work in
this direction [17, 18]
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and the reverse t j ; ti paths appearing in the solution subgraph might need to share edges to reduce the
weight.
We present additional results that put our algorithm and lower bound for SCSS in a wider context. Given
our speedup for SCSS in planar graphs, one may ask if it is possible to get any similar speedup in general
graphs. Our next result shows that the nO(k) algorithm of Feldman-Ruhl is almost optimal in general graphs:
Theorem 1.3. Under ETH, the edge-unweighted version of the SCSS problem cannot be solved in time
f (k) ·no(k/ logk) where f is an arbitrary computable function, k is the number of terminals and n is the number
of vertices in the instance.
Our proof of Theorem 1.3 is similar to the W[1]-hardness proof of Guo et al. [42]. They showed
the W[1]-hardness of SCSS on general graphs parameterized by the number k of terminals by giving a
reduction from k-CLIQUE. However, this reduction uses “edge selection gadgets” and since a k-clique has
Θ(k2) edges, the parameter is increased at least to Θ(k2). Combining with the result of Chen et al. [15]
regarding the non-existence of an f (k) ·no(k) algorithm for k-Clique under ETH, this gives a lower bound
of f (k) · no(
√
k) for SCSS on general graphs. To avoid the quadratic blowup in the parameter and thereby
get a stronger lower bound, we use the PARTITIONED SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM (PSI) problem as the
source problem of our reduction. For this problem, Marx [57] gave a f (k) · no(k/ logk) lower bound under
ETH, where k = |E(G)| is the number of edges of the subgraph G to be found in graph H. The reduction of
Guo et al. [42] from CLIQUE can be turned into a reduction from PSI which uses only |E(G)| edge selection
gadgets, and hence the parameter is Θ(|E(G)|). Then the lower bound of f (k) · no(k/ logk) transfers from
PSI to SCSS. A natural question is whether we can close the O(logk) factor in the exponent: however, our
reduction is from the PSI problem and the best known lower bound for PSI also has such a gap [57]. Note
that there are many other parameterized problems for which the only known way of proving almost tight
lower bounds is by a similar reduction from PSI, and hence an O(logk) gap appears for these problems as
well [8–10, 12, 18, 20–22, 31, 34, 41, 47, 48, 54, 60, 64].
Even though Feldman and Ruhl were able to generalize their nO(k) time algorithm from SCSS to DSN, we
show that, surprisingly, such a generalization is not possible for our 2O(k) ·nO(
√
k) time algorithm for planar
SCSS.
Theorem 1.4. The edge-unweighted version of the DIRECTED STEINER NETWORK problem is W[1]-hard
parameterized by the number k of terminal pairs, even when the input is restricted to planar directed acyclic
graphs (planar DAGs). Moreover, there is no f (k) ·no(k) time algorithm for any computable function f , unless
the ETH fails.
This implies that the Feldman-Ruhl algorithm for DSN is optimal, even on planar directed acyclic graphs.
As in our lower bound for planar SCSS, the proof is by a reduction from an instance of the k×k GRID TILING
problem. However, unlike in the reduction to SCSS where we needed O(k2) terminals, the reduction to DSN
needs only O(k) pairs of terminals (see Figure 6). Since the parameter blowup is linear, the f (k) ·no(k) lower
bound for GRID TILING from [56] transfers to DSN.
Remark: All our hardness results (Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4) are presented for
weighted-edge versions with polynomially-bounded integer weights (including edges with weight zero). By
splitting each edge of weight W into W edges of weight one, all the results also hold for the unweighted-edge
version. Our algorithm (Theorem 1.1) is presented for the weighted-vertex version. Appendix A shows that
the unweighted-vertex version is more general than the weighted-edge version. Hence all our lower bounds
also hold for the (un)weighted-vertex version too.
Finally, instead of parameterizing by the number of terminals, we can consider parameterization by
the number of edges/vertices of the solution. Let us briefly and informally discuss this parameterization.
Note that the number of terminals is a lower bound on the number of edges/vertices of the solution (up to
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a factor of 2 in the case of DSN parameterized by the number of edges), thus fixed-parameter tractability
could be easier to obtain by parameterizing with the number of edges/vertices. However, our lower bound
for SCSS on general graphs (as well as the W[1]-hardness of Guo et al. [42]) actually proves hardness also
with these parameterizations, making fixed-parameter tractability unlikely. On the other hand, it follows from
standard techniques that both SCSS and DSN are FPT on planar graphs when parameterizing by the number
k of edges/vertices in the solution. The main argument here is that the solution is fully contained in the
k-neighborhood of the terminals, whose number is at most 2k. It is known that the k-neighborhood of O(k)
vertices in a planar graph has treewidth O(k), and thus one can use standard techniques on bounded-treewidth
graphs (dynamic programming or Courcelle’s Theorem). Alternatively, at least in the unweighted case, one
can formulate the problem as a first order formula of size depending only on k and then invoke the result of
Frick and Grohe [40] stating that such problems are FPT. Therefore, as fixed-parameter tractability is easy to
establish on planar graphs, the challenge here is to obtain optimal dependence on k. One would expect that
sub-exponential dependence on k (e.g., 2O(
√
k) or kO(
√
k)) should be possible at least for SCSS, but this is not
yet fully understood even for undirected STEINER TREE [63]. A slightly different parameterization is to
consider the number k of non-terminal vertices in the solution, which can be much smaller than the number
of terminals. This leads to problems of somewhat different flavour, see e.g. [30, 48].
1.3 Further related work
Subsequent to the conference version [19] of this paper, there have been several related results. Chitnis
et al. [16] considered a variant of SCSS with only 2 terminals but with a requirement of multiple paths.
Formally, in the 2-SCSS-(k1,k2) problem we are given two vertices s, t and the goal is to find a min weight
subset H ⊆ E(G) such that H has k1,k2 paths from s; t, t; s, respectively. The objective function is given
by cost(H) = ∑e∈H φ(e) · cost(e) where φ(e) is the maximum number of times e appears on s; t paths and
t; s paths. Chitnis et al. [16] showed that the 2-SCSS-(k,1) problem can be solved in nO(k) time for any
k ≥ 1, and has a f (k) ·no(k) lower bound under ETH.
Suchy´ [68] introduced a generalization of DST and SCSS called the q-ROOT STEINER TREE (q-RST)
problem. In this problem, given a set of q roots and a set of k leaves, the task is to find a minimum-cost
network where the roots are in the same strongly connected component and every leaf can be reached from
every root. Generalizing the token game of Feldman and Ruhl [35], Suchy´ [68] designed a 2O(q) · nO(k)
algorithm for q-RST.
Recently, Chitnis et al. [18] considered the SCSS and DSN problems on bidirected graphs: these are
directed graphs with the guarantee that for every edge (u,v) the reverse edge (v,u) exists and has the same
weight. They showed that on bidirected graphs, the DSN problem stays W[1]-hard parameterized by k but
SCSS becomes FPT (while still being NP-hard). In fact, under ETH, no f (k)no(k/ logk) time algorithm for
DSN on bidirected graphs exists, and thus the problem is essentially as hard as for general directed graphs.
For bidirected planar graphs however, Chitnis et al. [18] show that DSN can be solved in 2O(k
3/2 logk)nO(
√
k),
which is in contrast to Theorem 1.4. Some FPT approximability and inapproximability results for SCSS and
DSN were also shown in [17, 18].
Pattern graphs and DSN: The set of pairs {(si, ti) : i ∈ [k]} in the input of DSN can be interpreted
as a directed (unweighted) pattern graph on a set R =
⋃k
i=1{si, ti} of terminals. For a graph class H, the
H-DSN problem takes as input a directed graph H ∈H on vertex set R and the goal is to find a minimum
cost subgraph N ⊆ E(G) such that N has an s; t path for each (s, t) ∈ E(H). Thus for a fixed class H of
pattern graphs, theH-DSN problem is a restricted special case of the general DSN problem, and it is possible
thatH-DSN is FPT (for example, ifH is the class of out-stars). Feldmann and Marx [36] gave a complete
dichotomy for which graph classes theH-DSN problem is FPT or W[1]-hard parameterized by |R|.
Given an instance of DSN with the pattern graph H = (R,A) on the terminal set R with |A| = k, the
algorithm of Feldman and Ruhl [35] runs in nO(k) time. The f (k) ·no(k) lower bound under ETH for DSN
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in this paper (Theorem 1.4) has |A| = O(|R|). Hence, for the parameter |R| we have a lower bound of
f (|R|) · no(|R|) and an upper bound of nO(|R|2) (since |A| = O(|R|2) in the worst case). Recently, Eiben et
al. [31] essentially closed this gap by showing a lower bound of f (|R|) ·no(|R|2/ log |R|) under ETH for DSN.
They also gave an algorithm for DSN on bounded genus graphs: for graphs of genus g, the algorithm runs in
f (|R|) ·nOg(|R|) time where Og(·) hides constants depending only on g.
2 Improved algorithm for SCSS on planar graphs
In this section we describe the proof to Theorem 1.1, i.e., we present an algorithm to solve SCSS on planar
graphs in 2O(k) ·nO(
√
k) time. The definitions of some of the graph-theoretic notions used in this section such
as treewidth and minors are deferred to Appendix B to maintain the flow of presentation. The key is to
analyze the structure of edge-minimal solutions, i.e., subgraphs of the input graph G (induced by some set
S⊆V ) containing all terminals for which no edge can be removed without also removing all s; t paths for
some terminal pair (s, t). We show that for an edge-minimal solution M of the SCSS problem there is a vertex
set W ⊆ V (M) of size O(k) such that, after removing W from M, each component has constant treewidth.
More formally, we define a WM-component as a connected component of the (underlying undirected) graph
induced by V (M)\W in M, and prove the following.
Lemma 2.1. For any edge-minimal solution M to the edge-weighted SCSS problem there is a set of at most
9k vertices W ⊆V (M) for which every WM-component has treewidth at most 2.
We defer the proof of Lemma 2.1 to Section 2.1. First, we see how we can use Lemma 2.1 to bound the
treewidth of the minimal solution M.
Lemma 2.2. If an edge-minimal solution M to edge-weighted SCSS is planar (or excludes some fixed minor),
then its treewidth is O(
√
k).
Proof. By the planar grid theorem [66], there is a constant cPlanar such that any planar graph G with treewidth
cPlanar ·ω has a ω×ω grid minor. If the treewidth of M is at least cPlanar · d20
√
ke, then it follows that M has
a d20√ke×d20√ke grid minor M′. It is easy to see that M′ contains at least b d20
√
ke
3 c · b d20
√
ke
3 c (pairwise
vertex-disjoint) grids of size 3×3. For each k≥ 1, one can easily verify that b d20
√
ke
3 c ≥ d4
√
ke, and hence the
number of pairwise vertex-disjoint 3×3 grids is at least d4√ke · d4√ke ≥ 4√k ·4√k = 16k. By Lemma 2.1,
there is a set of vertices W of size 9k whose deletion makes every WM-component have treewidth at most 2.
Since 16k > 9k, it follows that W does not contain a vertex from at least one of the (pairwise vertex-disjoint)
16k grid minors of size 3×3 in M. Hence, there is a WM-component, which contains a 3×3 grid minor, and
hence has treewidth at least 3, which is a contradiction.
For the case when the input graph is H-minor-free for some fixed graph H, we can instead use the
excluded grid-minor theorem of Demaine and Hajiaghayi [25]: for any fixed graph H, there is a constant cH
(which depends only on |H|) such that any H-minor-free graph of treewidth at least cH ·ω has a ω×ω grid
as a minor.
To prove Theorem 1.1, which is restated below, we invoke an algorithm of [36] to find the optimum
solution of bounded treewidth. The algorithm of [36] is designed for the edge-weighted version, and we state
below the corresponding statement for the more general unweighted vertex version (so that it may also be of
future use).
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Theorem 2.3. (generalization of [36, Theorem 5]) If there is an optimum solution to an instance on k
terminals of the vertex-weighted version of SCSS which has treewidth at most ω , then an optimum solution3
can be found in 2O(k+ω·logω) ·nO(ω) time.
Proof. In the given graph G, we start by subdividing each edge by adding a non-terminal vertex of weight 0
(note that this does not increase the treewidth). Let us call these vertices we have added as dummy vertices,
and the graph obtained at this point be G∗. Note that each dummy vertex has in-degree one and out-degree
one. Now we reduce the vertex-weighted version of SCSS to the edge-weighted version, using a standard
reduction: substitute each non-terminal vertex u ∈ G of weight W with two new non-terminal vertices u− and
u+ and an edge (u−,u+) of the same weight W . Every edge that had u as its head will now have u− as its
head instead, and every edge that had u as its tail will now have u+ as its tail. We set the weight of all these
edges to be zero. Let the graph obtained after these modifications be G′.
Consider an optimum solution S for the vertex-weighted version of SCSS, and without loss of generality
we can assume that S is minimal under vertex deletions (if it is not, then make it minimal by deleting
unnecessary vertices). Let S′ = (S∩T )∪{{u−,u+} : u ∈ S∩ (V \T )}. We now show that the induced graph
G′[S′] is an edge-minimal solution (with same weight as that of S) for the edge-weighted version of SCSS: we
do this by showing that deletion of any edge from G′[S′] creates a non-terminal source or a non-terminal sink
which contradicts the fact that S was a vertex-minimal solution for vertex-weighted version of SCSS. The
construction of the graph G′ from G implies that any edge e in G must be of either of the following two types:
• Without loss of generality4, the edge is (y,v−) for some dummy vertex y and some non-terminal v ∈ G
in which case deleting this edge makes the non-terminal y to be a sink.
• The edge is (z−,z+) for some non-terminal z ∈ G in which case deleting this edge makes the non-
terminal z+ a source and the non-terminal z− a sink.
Note that G′ is not necessarily planar (or H-minor-free) even if G is. However, the treewidth of G′[S′] is at
most twice the treewidth of G[S] since we can simply replace each non-terminal vertex u in the bags of the
tree decomposition of N by the two vertices u− and u+. Feldmann and Marx [36, Theorem 5] showed that if
the optimum solution to an instance on k terminals of the edge-weighted version of SCSS has treewidth ω ,
then it can be found in 2O(k+ω·logω) ·nO(ω) time. Hence, the claimed running time for the vertex-weighted
version follows.
Finally, we are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1
Theorem 1.1. An instance (G,T ) of the vertex-weighted STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER SUBGRAPH
problem with |G|= n and |T |= k can be solved in 2O(k) ·nO(
√
k) time, when the underlying undirected graph
of G is planar (or more generally, H-minor-free for any fixed graph H).
Proof. Consider a subgraph M of G induced by the optimum solution S ⊆ V , which is also minimal, i.e.,
no edge of M can be removed without destroying the connectivity between some terminal pair (s, t). By
Lemma 2.2 we know that the treewidth of M is O(
√
k). Hence, the claimed running time follows from
Theorem 2.3.
Note that Lemma 2.2 only used the planarity (or H-minor-freeness) of M, and not of the input graph.
Hence, the algorithm of Theorem 1.1 also works for the weaker restriction of finding an optimal planar (or
H-minor-free) solution in an otherwise unrestricted input graph, rather than finding an optimal solution in a
planar (or H-minor-free respectively) graph. It only remains to prove Lemma 2.1, which is done in the next
section.
3Not necessarily the same optimum solution as the one mentioned in the first part of this theorem. For example, the actual
optimum found by this algorithm might have treewidth much larger than ω .
4The other case is the edge being (v+,y) for some dummy vertex y and some non-terminal v ∈ G
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2.1 Proof of Lemma 2.1
Fix an arbitrary terminal r ∈ T . It is easy to see (observed for example by Feldman and Ruhl [35]) that
any minimal SCSS solution M is the union of an in-arborescence Ain and an out-arborescence Aout, both
having the same root r ∈ T and only terminals as leaves, since every terminal of T can be reached from r,
and conversely every terminal can reach r in M. We construct the set WM by including three different kinds
of vertices. First, WM contains every branching point of Ain and Aout, i.e. every vertex with in-degree at least
2 in Ain and every vertex with out-degree at least 2 in Aout. Since Ain and Aout are arborescences with at
most k leaves (the terminals), they each have at most k branching points. Secondly, WM contains all terminals
of T , which adds another k vertices to the set WM. The third kind of vertices in WM is the following. Note
that every component of the intersection of Ain and Aout forms a path (possibly consisting only of a single
vertex), since every vertex of Ain has out-degree at most 1, while every vertex of Aout has in-degree at most 1.
We call such a component a shared path. If a shared path contains a branching point or a terminal, we add the
endpoints of the shared path to WM. For a branching point or terminal v on such a shared path, we can map
the endpoints of the shared path to v. This maps at most two endpoints of shared paths to each branching
point or terminal, so that the number of vertices of the third kind in WM is at most 6k (as there are k terminals
and at most 2k branching points). Thus the total size of WM is at most 9k.
We claim that every WM-component consists of at most two interacting paths, one from Ain and one from
Aout. More formally, consider a u→ v path P of Ain such that u and v are either terminals or branching points
of Ain, and such that no internal vertex of P is a terminal or branching point of Ain. We call any such path P
an essential path of Ain. Note that we ignore the branching points of Aout in this definition, and that the edge
set of the arborescence Ain is the disjoint union of the edge sets of its essential paths. Analogously we define
the essential paths of Aout as those u→ v paths P in Aout for which u and v are terminals or branching points
of Aout, and no internal vertices of P are of such a type.
Claim 2.4. Every WM-component contains edges of at most two essential paths, one from Ain and one
from Aout.
Proof. Any vertex at which two essential paths of the same arborescence intersect is a terminal or branching
point. These vertices are in WM and therefore not contained in any WM-component. Thus if a WM-component
H contains at least two essential paths then they either coincide on every edge of H, in which case the claim
is clearly true, or H contains the endpoint v of a shared path, i.e., there are two essential paths, one from each
arborescence, that both contain vertex v. We will show that there is only one pair of essential paths that can
meet at an endpoint of a shared path in H, from which the claim follows.
In order to prove this, we label every essential u→ v path P of Ain with those terminals TP ⊆ T that can
reach the start vertex of P in the in-arborescence, i.e. t ∈ TP if and only if there exists a t→ u path in Ain.
Note that no two essential paths of Ain can have the same label. We also label any essential u→ v path Q of
Aout analogously, by setting the label TQ ⊆ T to be the terminals which can be reached from the end vertex
of Q in the out-arborescence, i.e. there is a v→ t path in Aout if and only if t ∈ TQ. Even though no two
essential paths of an individual arborescence have the same label, there can be pairs of essential paths from
Ain and Aout with the same label. Let P and Q be essential paths of Ain and Aout, respectively. We prove
that if P and Q meet at an endpoint v of a shared path, then v ∈WM or TP = TQ.
Assume this is not the case so that v /∈WM and TP 6= TQ. Let I be the shared path in the intersection of
Ain and Aout for which v is an endpoint. If u is the other endpoint of I, assume w.l.o.g. that I is a u→ v
path (the other case is symmetric). If there were any branching points or terminals on I then v ∈WM , since v
would then be one of the third kind of vertices in WM. As this is not the case, I lies in the intersection of P
and Q, there are edges ev ∈ E(P) and fv ∈ E(Q) leaving v such that ev /∈ E(Aout) and fv /∈ E(Ain), and there
are edges eu ∈ E(P) and fu ∈ E(Q) entering u such that eu /∈ Aout and fu /∈ E(Ain).
As TP 6= TQ there is a terminal t contained in one of the two sets but not the other. Consider the case
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Figure 1: Let H be a WM-component M such that at least two shared paths of M intersect with H. By
Claim 2.4, H contains edges of two essential paths P and Q of Ain and Aout, respectively. Claim 2.5 shows
that H looks roughly as shown in the figure: let P,Q be denoted by light+black paths and dotted+black paths
respectively. Then the black paths are exactly the shared paths. Note though that a shared path may have
length 0.
when t ∈ TQ \TP, i.e. there is a v→ t path in Aout but no t→ u path in Ain. The latter implies that ev cannot
be reached from t in Ain, as the u→ v path I contains no branching point of Ain. The in-arborescence Ain
does however contain a t→ r path from t to the root r. Since ev /∈ E(Aout), this means that the root r can be
reached from v through the v→ t path of Aout and the t→ r path without passing through ev. Hence ev can
safely be removed without making the solution M infeasible. This contradicts the minimality of M.
In case t ∈ TP\TQ a symmetric argument shows that the edge fu is redundant in M, which again contradicts
its minimality. We have thus shown that P and Q are the only essential paths that meet in any endpoint of a
shared path in the WM-component H. Hence H consists of exactly these two paths P and Q, and the claim
follows. y
Consider the case when there is at most one shared path of M that intersects with a WM-component H.
Since by Claim 2.4, H consists of at most two essential paths, it is easy to see that in this case H is a tree, and
thus its treewidth is 1. If at least two shared paths of M intersect with H, by Claim 2.4, H contains edges of
two essential paths P and Q of Ain and Aout respectively. To show that in this case the treewidth of H is at
most 2, we need the following observation on P and Q:
Claim 2.5. Let I1, . . . , Ih be the connected components in the intersection of P and Q, ordered in the way that
P visits them, i.e. for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,h−1} there is a subpath of P with prefix Ii and suffix Ii+1. The path Q
visits the shared paths in the opposite order, i.e. for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,h−1} there is a subpath of Q with suffix
Ii and prefix Ii+1.
Proof. Assume this is not the case, so that there is an index i ∈ {1, . . . ,h−1} such that both P and Q contain
subpaths with prefix Ii and suffix Ii+1. This means that there are edges e ∈ E(P)\E(Q) and f ∈ E(Q)\E(P)
which share the last vertex u of Ii. Hence Q contains a u→ v subpath Q′ to the first vertex v of Ii+1, which
does not contain the edge e, and also P contains a u→ v subpath P′, which does not contain the edge f . As
Q, and therefore also Q′, contains no branching point of Aout, any terminal reachable from u through Q′ in
Aout is also reachable from u via the detour P′. We can therefore remove edge f ∈ E(Aout) without violating
the feasibility of M. This however contradicts its minimality. y
Claim 2.5 implies that the structure of H is roughly as shown in Figure 1 (the black edges shown in
Figure 1 correspond to paths of length 0 or more, while the light and dotted edges correspond to paths of
length at least 1). If we contract each path of length at least 1 to a path of length 1, then the resulting graph is
planar and all vertices belong to the outer face. Such graphs are called outerplanar graphs. In other words, H
is a subdivision of an outerplanar graph. Lemma B.4 shows that treewidth of subdivisions of outerplanar
graphs is at most 2, which proves Lemma 2.1.
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3 W[1]-hardness for SCSS in planar graphs
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2. We reduce from the GRID TILING problem5 introduced by
Marx [56]:
k× k GRID TILING
Input : Integers k,n, and k2 non-empty sets Si, j ⊆ [n]× [n] where 1≤ i, j ≤ k
Question: For each 1≤ i, j ≤ k does there exist an entry γi, j ∈ Si, j such that
• If γi, j = (x,y) and γi, j+1 = (x′,y′) then x = x′.
• If γi, j = (x,y) and γi+1, j = (x′,y′) then y = y′.
Under ETH [45, 46], it was shown by Chen et al. [15] that k-CLIQUE6 does not admit an algorithm
running in time f (k) ·no(k) for any computable function f . There is a simple reduction [23, Theorem 14.28]
from k-CLIQUE to k× k GRID TILING implying the same runtime lower bound for the latter problem. To
prove Theorem 1.2, we give a reduction which transforms the problem of k× k GRID TILING into a planar
instance of SCSS with O(k2) terminals. We design two types of gadgets: the connector gadget and the
main gadget. The reduction from GRID TILING represents each cell of the grid with a copy of the main
gadget, with a connector gadget between main gadgets that are adjacent either horizontally or vertically (see
Figure 2).
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is divided into the following steps: In Section 3.1, we first introduce the
connector gadget and Lemma 3.3 states the existence of a particular type of connector gadget. In Section 3.2,
we introduce the main gadget and Lemma 3.6 states the existence of a particular type of main gadget.
Section 3.3 describes the construction of the planar instance (G∗,T ∗) of SCSS. The two directions implying
the reduction from GRID TILING to SCSS are proved in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 respectively. Using
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.6 as a blackbox, we prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 3.6. The proofs of Lemmas 3.3 and
Lemma 3.6 are given in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.
3.1 Existence of connector gadgets
A connector gadget CGn is a directed (embedded) planar graph with O(n2) vertices and positive integer
weights7 on its edges. It has a total of 2n+2 distinguished vertices divided into the following 3 types:
• The vertices p,q are called internal-distinguished vertices
• The vertices p1, p2, . . . , pn are called source-distinguished vertices
• The vertices q1,q2, . . . ,qn are called sink-distinguished vertices
Let P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} and Q = {q1,q2, . . . ,qn}. The vertices P∪Q appear in the clockwise order p1, . . . ,
pn, qn, . . . , q1 on the boundary of the gadget. In the connector gadget CGn, every vertex in P is a source and
has exactly one outgoing edge. Also every vertex in Q is a sink and has exactly one incoming edge.
Definition 3.1. An edge set E ′ ⊆ E(CGn) satisfies the connectedness property if each of the following four
conditions hold for the graph CGn[E ′]:
5The GRID TILING problem has been defined in two (symmetrical) ways in the literature: either the first coordinate or the second
coordinate remains the same in a row. Here, we follow the notation of [56], but the other definition also appears in some places
(e.g. [23]).
6The k-CLIQUE problem asks whether there is a clique of size ≥ k.
7Weights are polynomial in n.
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1. p can be reached from some vertex in P
2. q can be reached from some vertex in P
3. p can reach some vertex in Q
4. q can reach some vertex in Q
Definition 3.2. An edge set E ′ satisfying the connectedness property represents an integer i ∈ [n] if in E ′ the
only outgoing edge from P is the one incident to pi and the only incoming edge into Q is the one incident to
qi.
The next lemma shows we can construct a particular type of connector gadget:
Lemma 3.3. Given an integer n one can construct in polynomial time a connector gadget CGn and an integer
C∗n such that the following two properties hold 8:
1. For every i ∈ [n], there is an edge set Ei ⊆ E(CGn) of weight C∗n such that Ei satisfies the connectedness
property and represents i. Note that, in particular, Ei contains a pi; qi path (via p or q).
2. If there is an edge set E ′⊆E(CGn) such that E ′ has weight at most C∗n and E ′ satisfies the connectedness
property, then E ′ has weight exactly C∗n and it represents some i ∈ [n].
3.2 Existence of main gadgets
A main gadget MG is a directed (embedded) planar graph with O(n3) vertices and positive integer weights
on its edges. It has 4n distinguished vertices given by the following four sets:
• The set L = {`1, `2, . . . , `n} of left-distinguished vertices.
• The set R = {r1,r2, . . . ,rn} of right-distinguished vertices.
• The set T = {t1, t2, . . . , tn} of top-distinguished vertices.
• The set B = {b1,b2, . . . ,bn} of bottom-distinguished vertices.
The distinguished vertices appear in the (clockwise) order t1, . . . , tn, r1, . . . , rn, bn, . . . , b1, `n, . . . , `1 on
the boundary of the gadget. In the main gadget MG, every vertex in L∪T is a source and has exactly one
outgoing edge. Also each vertex in R∪B is a sink and has exactly one incoming edge.
Definition 3.4. An edge set E ′ ⊆ E(MG) satisfies the connectedness property if each of the following four
conditions hold for the graph MG[E ′]:
1. There is a directed path from some vertex in L to R∪B
2. There is a directed path from some vertex in T to R∪B
3. Some vertex in R can be reached from L∪T
4. Some vertex in B can be reached from L∪T
8We use the notation C∗n to emphasize that C∗ depends only on n.
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Definition 3.5. An edge set E ′ ⊆ E(MG) represents a pair (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n] if each of the following five
conditions holds:
• The only edge of E ′ leaving L is the one incident to `i
• The only edge of E ′ entering R is the one incident to ri
• The only edge of E ′ leaving T is the one incident to t j
• The only edge of E ′ entering B is the one incident to b j
• E ′ contains an `i; ri path and an t j; b j path
The next lemma shows we can construct a particular type of main gadget:
Lemma 3.6. Given a subset S⊆ [n]× [n], one can construct in polynomial time a main gadget MGS and an
integer M∗n such that the following two properties hold 9:
1. For every (i, j) ∈ S there is an edge set Ei, j ⊆ E(MGS) of weight M∗n such that Ei, j represents (i, j).
Note that the last condition of Definition 3.5 implies that Ei, j satisfies the connectedness property.
2. If there is an edge set E ′ ⊆ E(MGS) such that E ′ has weight at most M∗n and satisfies the connectedness
property, then E ′ has weight exactly M∗n and represents some (i, j) ∈ S.
3.3 Construction of the SCSS instance
In order to prove Theorem 1.2, we reduce from the GRID TILING problem. The following assumption will be
helpful in handling some of the border cases of the gadget construction. We may assume that 1< x,y< n
holds for every (x,y)∈ Si, j: indeed, we can increase n by two and replace every (x,y) by (x+1,y+1) without
changing the problem. This is just a minor technical modification10 which is introduced to make some of the
arguments easier in Section 5 cleaner.
Given an instance (k,n,{Si, j : i, j ∈ [k]}) of GRID TILING, we construct an instance (G∗,T ∗) of SCSS
the following way (see Figure 2):
• We introduce a total of k2 main gadgets and 2k(k+1) connector gadgets.
• For every set Si, j in the GRID TILING instance, we construct a main gadget MGi, j using Lemma 3.6
for the subset Si, j.
• Half of the connector gadgets have the same orientation as in Figure 3 (with the pi vertices on the top
side and the qi vertices on the bottom side), and we call them HCG to denote horizontal connector
gadgets11. The other half of the connector gadgets are rotated anti-clockwise by 90 degrees with
respect to the orientation of Figure 3, and we call them VCG to denote vertical connector gadgets. The
internal-distinguished vertices of the connector gadgets are shown in Figure 2.
• For each 1≤ i, j ≤ k, the main gadget MGi, j is surrounded by the following four connector gadgets:
9We use the notation M∗n to emphasize that M∗ depends only on n, and not on the set S.
10For the interested reader, what this modification does is to ensure no shortcut edge added in Section 5.1 has either endpoint on
the unbounded face of the planar embedding of the main gadget provided in Figure 4. This helps to streamline the proofs by avoiding
the need to have to consider any special cases.
11The horizontal connector gadgets are so called because they connect things horizontally as seen by the reader.
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Figure 2: An illustration of the reduction from GRID TILING to SCSS on planar graphs.
1. The vertical connector gadgets VCGi, j is on the top and VCGi+1, j is on the bottom. Identify
(or glue together) each sink-distinguished vertex of VCGi, j with the top-distinguished vertex of
MCGi, j of the same index. Similarly identify each source-distinguished vertex of VCGi+1, j with
the bottom-distinguished vertex of MCGi, j of the same index.
2. The horizontal connector gadgets HCGi, j is on the left and HCGi, j+1 is on the right. Identify
(or glue together) each sink-distinguished vertex of HCGi, j with the left-distinguished vertex of
MCGi, j of the same index. Similarly, identify each source-distinguished vertex of HCGi, j+1 with
the right-distinguished vertex of MCGi, j of the same index.
• We introduce two special vertices x∗,y∗ and add an edge (x∗,y∗) of weight 0.
• For each 1≤ i≤ k, add an edge of weight 0 from y∗ to each source-distinguished vertex of the vertical
connector gadget VCG1,i.
• For each 1 ≤ j ≤ k, add an edge of weight 0 from y∗ to each source-distinguished vertex of the
horizontal connector gadget HCG j,1.
• For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, add an edge of weight 0 from each sink-distinguished vertex of the vertical
connector gadget VCGk+1,i to x∗.
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• For each 1 ≤ j ≤ k, add an edge of weight 0 from each sink-distinguished vertex of the horizontal
connector gadget HCG j,k+1 to x∗.
• For each i ∈ [k], j ∈ [k+1], denote the two internal-distinguished vertices of HCGi, j by {phi, j,qhi, j}
• For each i ∈ [k+1], j ∈ [k], denote the two internal-distinguished vertices of VCGi, j by {pvi, j,qvi, j}
• The set of terminals T ∗ for the SCSS instance on G∗ is {x∗,y∗}∪{phi, j,qhi, j | 1 ≤ i ≤ k+ 1,1 ≤ j ≤
k}∪{pvi, j,qvi, j | 1≤ i≤ k,1≤ j ≤ k+1}.
• We note that the total number of terminals is |T ∗|= 4k(k+1)+2 = O(k2)
• The edge set of G∗ is a disjoint union of
– Edges of main gadgets
– Edges of horizontal connector gadgets
– Edges of vertical connector gadgets
– Edges from y∗ to source-distinguished vertices of the vertical connector gadgets VCG1,i (for each
i ∈ [k]), and from y∗ to source-distinguished vertices of horizontal connector gadgets HCG j,1 (for
each j ∈ [k])
– Edges from sink-distinguished vertices of the vertical connector gadgets VCGk+1,i (for each
i ∈ [k]) to x∗, and from sink-distinguished vertices of horizontal connector gadgets HCG j,k+1 (for
each j ∈ [k]) to x∗
– The edge (x∗,y∗)
Define the following quantity:
W ∗n = k
2 ·M∗n +2k(k+1) ·C∗n . (1)
In the next two sections, we show that GRID TILING has a solution if and only if the SCSS instance (G∗,T ∗)
has a solution of weight at most W ∗n .
3.4 GRID TILING has a solution⇒ SCSS has a solution of weight ≤W ∗n
Lemma 3.7. If the GRID TILING instance (k,n,{Si, j : i, j ∈ [k]}) has a solution, then the SCSS instance
(G∗,T ∗) has a solution of weight at most W ∗n .
Proof. Since GRID TILING has a solution, for each 1≤ i, j ≤ k there is an entry (xi, j,yi, j) = γi, j ∈ Si, j such
that
• For every i ∈ [k], we have xi,1 = xi,2 = xi,3 = . . .= xi,k = αi
• For every j ∈ [k], we have y1, j = y2, j = y3, j = . . .= yk, j = β j
We build a solution E∗ for the SCSS instance (G∗,T ∗) and show that it has weight at most W ∗n . In the edge
set E∗, we take the following edges:
1. The edge (x∗,y∗) which has weight 0.
2. For each j ∈ [k] the edge of weight 0 from y∗ to the source-distinguished vertex of VCG1, j of index β j,
and the edge of weight 0 from the sink-distinguished vertex of VCGk+1, j of index β j to x∗.
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3. For each i ∈ [k] the edge of weight 0 from y∗ to the source-distinguished vertex of HCGi,1 of index αi,
and the edge of weight 0 from the sink-distinguished vertex of HCGi,k+1 of index αi to x∗
4. For each 1≤ i, j ≤ k for the main gadget MGi, j, use Lemma 3.6(1) to generate a solution EMi, j which
has weight M∗n and represents (αi,β j).
5. For each 1≤ i≤ k and 1≤ j ≤ k+1 for the horizontal connector gadget HCGi, j, use Lemma 3.3(1) to
generate a solution EHCi, j of weight C
∗
n which represents αi.
6. For each 1≤ j ≤ k and 1≤ i≤ k+1 for the vertical connector gadget VCGi, j, use Lemma 3.3(1) to
generate a solution EVCi, j of weight C
∗
n which represents β j.
The weight of E∗ is k2 ·M∗n + k(k+1) ·C∗n + k(k+1) ·C∗n =W ∗n . It remains to show that E∗ is a solution
for the SCSS instance (G∗,T ∗). Since we have already picked up the edge (x∗,y∗), it is enough to show that
for any terminal t ∈ T ∗ \{x∗,y∗}, both t; x∗ and y∗; t paths exist in E∗. Then for any two terminals t1, t2,
there is a t1; t2 path given by t1; x∗→ y∗; t2.
We now show the existence of both a t; x∗ path and a y∗; t path in E∗ when t is a terminal in a vertical
connector gadget. Without loss of generality, let t be the terminal pvi, j for some 1≤ i≤ k,1≤ j ≤ k+1.
• Existence of pvi, j; x∗ path in E∗: By Lemma 3.3(1), the terminal pvi, j can reach the sink-distinguished
vertex of VCGi, j which has the index β j. This vertex is the top-distinguished vertex of the index β j of
the main gadget MGi, j. By Definition 3.5, there is a path from this vertex to the bottom-distinguished
vertex of the index β j of the main gadget MGi, j. However this vertex is exactly the same as the
source-distinguished vertex of the index β j of VCGi+1, j. By Lemma 3.3(1), the source-distinguished
vertex of the index β j of VCGi+1, j can reach the sink-distinguished vertex of the index β j of VCGi+1, j.
This vertex is exactly the top-distinguished vertex of MGi+1, j. Continuing in this way we can reach
the source-distinguished vertex of the index β j of VCGk+1, j. By Lemma 3.3(1), this vertex can reach
the sink-distinguished vertex of the index β j of VCGk+1, j. But E∗ also contains an edge (of weight 0)
from this sink-distinguished vertex to x∗, and hence there is a pvi, j; x
∗ path in E∗.
• Existence of y∗; pvi, j path in E∗: Recall that E∗ contains an edge (of weight 0) from y∗ to the source-
distinguished vertex of the index β j of VCG1, j. If i = 1, then by Lemma 3.3(1), there is a path from
this vertex to pv1, j. If i≥ 2, then by Lemma 3.3(1), there is a path from source-distinguished vertex
of the index β j of VCG1, j to the sink-distinguished vertex of the index β j of VCG1, j. But this is the
top-distinguished vertex of MG1, j of the index β j. By Definition 3.5, from this vertex we can reach
the bottom-distinguished vertex of the index β j of MG1, j. However, this vertex is exactly the source-
distinguished vertex of index β j of VCG2, j. Continuing this way we can reach the source-distinguished
vertex of the index β j of VCGi, j. By Lemma 3.3(1), from this vertex we can reach pvi, j. Hence there is
a y∗; pvi, j path in E
∗.
The arguments when t is a terminal in a horizontal connector gadget are similar, and we omit the details
here.
3.5 SCSS has a solution of weight ≤W ∗n ⇒ GRID TILING has a solution
First we show that the following preliminary claim:
Claim 3.8. Let E ′ be any solution to the SCSS instance (G∗,T ∗). Then
• E ′ restricted to each connector gadget satisfies the connectedness property (see Definition 3.1).
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• E ′ restricted to each main gadget satisfies the connectedness property (see Definition 3.4).
Proof. First we show that the edge set E ′ restricted to each connector gadget satisfies the connectedness
property. Consider a horizontal connector gadget HCGi, j for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k+ 1,1 ≤ i ≤ k. This gadget
contains two terminals: phi, j and q
h
i, j. The only incoming edges from G
∗ \HCGi, j into HCGi, j are incident
onto the source-distinguished vertices of HCGi, j, and the only outgoing edges from HCGi, j into G∗ \HCGi, j
are incident on the sink-distinguished vertices of HCGi, j. Since E ′ is a solution of the SCSS instance (G∗,T ∗)
it follows that E∗ contains a path from phi, j to the terminals in T
∗ \ {phi, j ∪ qhi, j}. Since the only outgoing
edges from HCGi, j into G∗ \HCGi, j are incident on the sink-distinguished vertices of HCGi, j, it follows
that phi, j can reach some sink-distinguished vertex of HCGi, j in the solution E
′. The other three conditions
of Definition 3.1 can be verified similarly, and hence E ′ restricted to each main connector satisfies the
connectedness property.
Next we argue that E ′ restricted to each main gadget satisfies the connectedness property. Consider a
main gadget MGi, j. Since E ′ is a solution for the SCSS instance (G∗,T ∗) it follows that the terminal phi, j
from HCGi, j is able to reach other terminals of T ∗. However, the only outgoing edges from HCGi, j into
G∗ \HCGi, j are incident on the sink-distinguished vertices of HCGi, j. Moreover, each sink-distinguished
vertex of HCGi, j is identified with a left-distinguished vertex of MGi, j of the same index. Hence, these
outward paths from phi, j to other terminals of T
∗ must continue through the left-distinguished vertices of
MGi, j. However, the only outgoing edges from MGi, j into G∗ \MGi, j are incident on the right-distinguished
vertices or bottom-distinguished vertices of HCGi, j. Hence, some left-distinguished vertex of MGi, j can
reach some vertex in the set given by the union of right-distinguished and bottom-distinguished vertices
of MGi, j. Hence the first condition of Definition 3.4 is satisfied. Similarly it can be shown the other three
conditions of Definition 3.4 also hold, and hence E ′ restricted to each main gadget satisfies the connectedness
property.
Now we are ready to prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.9. If the SCSS instance (G∗,T ∗) has a solution E ′′ of weight at most W ∗n , then the GRID TILING
instance (k,n,{Si, j : i, j ∈ [k]}) has a solution.
Proof. By Claim 3.8, the edge set E ′′ restricted to any connector gadget satisfies the connectedness property
and the edge set E ′′ restricted to any main gadget satisfies the connectedness property. Let C andM be the
sets of connector and main gadgets respectively. Recall that |C|= 2k(k+1) and |M|= k2. Recall that we
have defined W ∗n as k2 ·M∗n + 2k(k+ 1)C∗n . Let C′ ⊆ C be the set of connector gadgets that have weight at
most C∗n in E ′′. By Lemma 3.3(2), each connector gadget from the set C′ has weight exactly C∗n . Since all
edge-weights in connector gadgets are positive integers, each connector gadget from the set C \C′ has weight
at least C∗n +1. Similarly, letM′ ⊆M be the set of main gadgets which have weight at most M∗n in E ′′. By
Lemma 3.6(2), each main gadget from the setM′ has weight exactly M∗n . Since all edge-weights in main
gadgets are positive integers, each main gadget from the setM\M′ has weight at least M∗n +1. As any two
gadgets are pairwise edge-disjoint, we have
W ∗n = k
2 ·M∗n +2k(k+1)C∗n
≥ |M\M′| · (M∗n +1)+ |M′| ·M∗n + |C \C′| · (C∗n +1)+ |C′| ·C∗n
= |M| ·M∗n + |C| ·C∗n + |M\M′|+ |C \C′|
= k2 ·M∗n +2k(k+1) ·C∗n + |M\M′|+ |C \C′|
=W ∗n + |M\M′|+ |C \C′|.
This implies |M\M′| = 0 = |C \ C′|. However, we hadM′ ⊆M and C′ ⊆ C. Therefore,M′ =M and
C′ = C. Hence in E ′′, each connector gadget has weight C∗n and each main gadget has weight M∗n . From
Lemma 3.3(2) and Lemma 3.6(2), we have
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• For each vertical connector gadget VCGi, j, the restriction of the edge set E ′′ to VCGi, j represents an
integer βi, j ∈ [n] where i ∈ [k+1], j ∈ [k].
• For each horizontal connector gadget HCGi, j, the restriction of the edge set E ′′ to HCGi, j represents
an integer αi, j where i ∈ [k], j ∈ [k+1].
• For each main gadget MGi, j, the restriction of the edge set E ′′ to MGi, j represents an ordered pair
(α ′i, j,β ′i, j) ∈ Si, j where i, j ∈ [k].
Consider the main gadget MGi, j for any 1≤ i, j ≤ k. We can make the following observations:
• βi, j = β ′i, j: By Lemma 3.3(2) and Definition 3.2, the terminal vertices in VCGi, j can exit the vertical
connector gadget only via the unique edge entering the sink-distinguished vertex of index βi, j. By
Lemma 3.6(2) and Definition 3.5, the only edge in E ′′ incident to any top-distinguished vertex of MGi, j
is the unique edge leaving the top-distinguished vertex of the index β ′i, j. Hence if βi, j 6= β ′i, j then the
terminals in VCGi, j will not be able to exit VCGi, j and reach other terminals.
• β ′i, j = βi+1, j: By Lemma 3.3(2) and Definition 3.2, the unique edge entering VCGi+1, j is the edge
entering the source-distinguished vertex of the index βi+1, j. By Lemma 3.6(2) and Definition 3.5, the
only edge in E ′′ incident to any bottom-distinguished vertex of MGi, j is the unique edge entering the
bottom-distinguished vertex of index β ′i, j. Hence if β ′i, j 6= βi+1, j, then the terminals in VCGi+1, j cannot
be reached from the other terminals.
• αi, j = α ′i, j: By Lemma 3.3(2) and Definition 3.2, the paths starting at the terminal vertices in HCGi, j
can leave the horizontal connector gadget only via the unique edge entering the sink-distinguished
vertex of index αi, j. By Lemma 3.6(2) and Definition 3.5, the only edge in E ′′ incident to any left-
distinguished vertex of MGi, j is the unique edge leaving the left-distinguished vertex of the index α ′i, j.
Hence if αi, j 6= α ′i, j then the terminals in HCGi, j will not be able to reach other terminals.
• α ′i, j = αi, j+1: By Lemma 3.3(2) and Definition 3.2, the unique edge entering HCGi, j+1 is the edge
entering the source-distinguished vertex of index αi, j+1. By Lemma 3.6(2) and Definition 3.5, the
only edge in E ′′ incident to any right-distinguished vertex of MGi, j is the unique edge entering the
right-distinguished vertex of index α ′i, j. Hence if α ′i, j 6= αi, j+1, then the terminals in HCGi, j+1 cannot
be reached from the other terminals.
We claim that for 1≤ i, j ≤ k, the entries (α ′i, j,β ′i, j) ∈ Si, j form a solution for the GRID TILING instance. For
this we need to check two conditions:
• α ′i, j = α ′i, j+1: This holds because αi, j = α ′i, j = αi, j+1 = α ′i, j+1.
• β ′i, j = β ′i+1, j: This holds because βi, j = β ′i, j = βi+1, j = β ′i+1, j.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
3.6 Proof of Theorem 1.2
Finally we are ready to prove Theorem 1.2 which is restated below:
Theorem 1.2. The edge-unweighted version of the SCSS problem is W[1]-hard parameterized by the number
of terminals k, even when the underlying undirected graph is planar. Moreover, under the ETH, the SCSS
problem on planar graphs cannot be solved in f (k) ·no(
√
k) time where f is any computable function, k is the
number of terminals and n is the number of vertices in the instance.
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Proof. Each connector gadget has O(n2) vertices and G∗ has O(k2) connector gadgets. Each main gadget has
O(n3) vertices and G∗ has O(k2) main gadgets. It is easy to see that the graph G∗ has O(n3k2) = poly(n,k)
vertices. Moreover, the graph G∗ can be constructed in poly(n+ k) time: recall that each connector gadget
(Lemma 3.3) and main gadget (Lemma 3.6) can be constructed in polynomial time. Each main gadget and
connector gadget is planar, and any two gadgets are pairwise edge-disjoint. Moreover, the 0-weight edges
incident on x∗ or y∗ do not affect planarity (see Figure 2 for a planar embedding). Hence, G∗ is planar.
It is known [23, Theorem 14.28] that k× k GRID TILING is W[1]-hard parameterized by k, and under
ETH cannot be solved in f (k) · no(k) for any computable function f . Combining the two directions from
Section 3.4 and Section 3.5, we get a parameterized reduction from k× k GRID TILING to a planar instance
of SCSS with O(k2) terminals. Hence, it follows that SCSS on planar graphs is W[1]-hard and under ETH
cannot be solved in f (k) ·no(
√
k) time for any computable function f .
This shows that the 2O(k) ·nO(
√
k) algorithm for SCSS on planar graphs given in Theorem 1.1 is asymptot-
ically optimal.
4 Proof of Lemma 3.3: constructing connector gadgets
We prove Lemma 3.3 in this section, by constructing a connector gadget satisfying the specifications of
Section 3.1.
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Figure 3: The connector gadget for n = 3. A set of edges representing 3 is highlighted in the figure.
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4.1 Different types of edges in connector gadget
Before proving Lemma 3.3, we first describe the construction of the connector gadget in more detail (see
Figure 3). The connector gadget has 2n+4 rows denoted by R0,R1,R2, . . . ,R2n+3 and 4n+1 columns denoted
by C0,C1, . . . ,C4n. Let us denote the vertex at the intersection of row Ri and column C j by v
j
i . We now
describe the different kinds of edges present in the connector gadget.
1. Source Edges: For each i ∈ [n], there is an edge (pi,v2i−10 ). These edges are together called source
edges.
2. Sink Edges: For each i ∈ [n], there is an edge (v2n+2i−12n+3 ,qi). These edges are together called sink
edges.
3. Terminal Edges: The union of the sets of edges incident to the terminals p or q are called terminal
edges. The set of edges incident on p is {(p,v02i+1 : i ∈ [n])}∪{(v02i, p : i ∈ [n])}. The set of edges
incident on q is {(q,v4n2i+1 : i ∈ [n])}∪{(v4n2i ,q : i ∈ [n])}.
4. Inrow Edges:
• Inrow Up Edges: For each 0≤ i≤ n+1, we call the ↑ edges connecting vertices of row R2i+1 to
R2i as inrow up edges. Explicitly, this set of edges is given by {(v2 j2i+1,v2 j2i ) : 0≤ j ≤ 2n}.
• Inrow Down Edges: For each 0≤ i≤ n+1, we call the ↓ edges connecting vertices of row R2i to
R2i+1 as inrow down edges. Explicitly, this set of edges is given by {(v2 j−12i ,v2 j−12i+1 ) : 1≤ j≤ 2n}.
• Inrow Left Edges: For each 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n+ 3, we call the ← edges connecting vertices of row
Ri as inrow left edges. We explicitly list the set of inrow left edges for even-numbered and
odd-numbered rows below:
– For each 0≤ i≤ n+1, the set of inrow left edges for the row R2i is given by {(v2 j2i ,v2 j−12i ) :
j ∈ [2n]}
– For each 0≤ i≤ n+1, the set of inrow left edges for the row R2i+1 is given by {(v2 j−12i+1 ,v2 j−22i+1 ) :
j ∈ [2n]}
• Inrow Right Edges: For each 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n+ 3, we call the→ edges connecting vertices of row
Ri as inrow right edges. We explicitly list the set of inrow right edges for even-numbered and
odd-numbered rows below:
– For each 0≤ i≤ n+1, the set of inrow right edges for the row R2i is given by {(v2 j−22i ,v2 j−12i ) :
j ∈ [2n]}
– For each 0≤ i≤ n+1, the set of inrow right edges for the row R2i+1 is given by {(v2 j−12i+1 ,v2 j2i+1) :
j ∈ [2n]}
5. Interrow Edges: For each i ∈ [n+ 1] and each j ∈ [2n], we subdivide the edge (v2 j−12i−1 ,v2 j−12i ) by
introducing a new vertex w ji and adding the edges (v
2 j−1
2i−1 ,w
j
i ) and (w
j
i ,v
2 j−1
2i ). All these edges are
together called interrow edges. Note that there is a total of 4n(n+1) interrow edges.
6. Shortcuts: There are 2n shortcut edges, namely e1,e2, . . . ,en and f1, f2, . . . , fn. They are drawn as
follows:
• The edge ei is given by (v2i−22n−2i+2,win−i+1).
• The edge fi is given by (wn+in−i+2,v2n+2i2n−2i+3).
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4.2 Assigning weights in the connector gadget
Fix the quantity B = 18n2. We assign weights to the edges as follows
1. For i ∈ [n], the source edge (pi,v2i−10 ) has weight B5+(n− i+1).
2. For i ∈ [n], the sink edge (v2n+2i−12n+3 ,qi) has weight B5+ i.
3. Each terminal edge has weight B4.
4. Each inrow up edge has weight B3.
5. Each interrow edge has weight
B2
2
each.
6. Each inrow right edge has weight B.
7. For each i ∈ [n], the shortcut edge ei has weight n · i.
8. For each j ∈ [n], the shortcut edge f j has weight n(n− j+1).
9. Each inrow left edge and inrow down edge has weight 0.
Now we define the quantity C∗n stated in statement of Lemma 3.3:
C∗n = 2B
5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+(4n−2)B+(n+1)2. (2)
In the next two sections, we prove the two statements of Lemma 3.3.
4.3 For every i ∈ [n], there is a solution Ei of weight C∗n that satisfies the connectedness
property and represents i
Let Ei be the union of the following sets of edges:
• Select the edges (pi,v2i−10 ) and (v2n+2i−12n+3 ,qi). This incurs a weight of B5 +(n− i+ 1)+B5 + i =
2B5+(n+1).
• The two terminal edges (p,v02n−2i+3) and (v02n−2i+2, p). This incurs a weight of 2B4.
• The two terminal edges (q,v4n2n−2i+3) and (v4n2n−2i+2,q). This incurs a weight of 2B4.
• All 2n inrow right edges and 2n inrow left edges which occur between vertices of R2n−2i+2. This incurs
a weight of 2n ·B since each inrow left edge has weight 0 and each inrow right edge has weight B.
• All 2n inrow right edges and 2n inrow left edges which occur between vertices of R2n−2i+3. This incurs
a weight of 2n ·B since each inrow left edge has weight 0 and each inrow right edge has weight B.
• All the 2n+ 1 inrow up edges that are between vertices of R2n−2i+2 and R2n−2i+3. These edges are
given by (v2 j2n−2i+3,v
2 j
2n−2i+2) for 0≤ j ≤ 2n. This incurs a weight of (2n+1)B3.
• All 2n inrow down edges that occur between vertices of row R2n−2i+2 and row R2n−2i+3. This incurs a
weight of 0, since each inrow down edge has weight 0.
• The vertically downward v2i−10 ; v2i−12n−2i+3 path P1 formed by interrow edges and inrow down edges,
and the vertically downward v2n+2i−12n−2i+2; v
2n+2i−1
2n+3 path P2 formed by interrow edges and inrow down
edges. These two paths together incur a total weight of (n+1)B2, since the inrow down edges have
weight 0.
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• The edges ei and fi. This incurs a weight of n · i+n(n− i+1) = n(n+1).
Finally, remove the two inrow right edges (v2i−22n−2i+2,v
2i−1
2n−2i+2) and (v
2n+2i−1
2n−2i+3,v
2n+2i
2n−2i+3) from Ei. This
saves a weight of 2B. From the above paragraph and Equation 2 it follows that the total weight of Ei is
exactly C∗n . Note that even though we removed the edge (v
2i−2
2n−2i+2,v
2i−1
2n−2i+2) we can still travel from v
2i−2
2n−2i+2
to v2i−12n−2i+2 in Ei using the edge ei as follows: take the path v
2i−2
2n−2i+2→ win−i+1→ v2i−12n−2i+2. Similarly, even
though we removed the edge (v2n+2i−12n−2i+3,v
2n+2i
2n−2i+3) we can still travel from v
2n+2i−1
2n−2i+3 to v
2n+2i
2n−2i+3 in Ei using the
edge fi as follows: take the path v2n+2i−12n−2i+3→ wn+in−i+2→ v2n+2i2n−2i+3.
It remains to show that Ei satisfies the connectedness property and it represents i. It is easy to see Ei
represents i since the only edge in Ei which is incident to P is the edge leaving pi. Similarly, the only edge
in Ei incident to Q is the one entering qi. We show that the connectedness property holds as follows (recall
Definition 3.1):
1. There is a pi; p path in Ei by starting with the source edge leaving pi and then following downward
path P1 from v2i−10 ; v
2i−1
2n−2i+3. Then travel towards the left from v
2i−1
2n−2i+3 to p by using inrow left,
inrow up and inrow down edges from rows R2n−2i+2 and R2n−2i+3. Finally, use the edge (v02n−2i+2, p)
2. For the existence of a pi; q path in Ei, we have seen above that there is a pi; v2i−12n−2i+3 path. Then
travel towards the right from v2i−12n−2i+2 to q by using inrow right, inrow up and inrow down edges from
rows R2n−2i+2 and R2n−2i+3 to reach the vertex v4n2n−2i+2. The only potential issue is that the inrow
right edge (v2n+2i−12n−2i+3,v
2n+2i
2n−2i+3) is missing in Ei: however this is not a problem since we have the path
v2n+2i−12n−2i+3→ wn+in−i+2→ v2n+2i2n−2i+3 in Ei. Finally, use the edge (v4n2n−2i+2,q).
3. For the existence of a p; qi path in Ei, first use the edge (p,v02n−2i+3). Then travel towards the right
by using inrow up, inrow right and inrow down edges from rows R2n−2i+2 and R2n−2i+3 to reach the
vertex v2n+2i−12n−2i+2. The only potential issue is that the inrow right edge (v
2i−2
2n−2i+2,v
2i−1
2n−2i+2) is missing in
Ei: however this is not a problem since we have the path v2i−22n−2i+2→ win−i+1→ v2i−12n−2i+2 in Ei. Then
take the downward path P2 from v2n+2i−12n−2i+2 to v
2n+2i−1
2n+3 . Finally, use the sink edge (v
2n+2i−1
2n+3 ,qi) incident
to qi.
4. For the existence of a q; qi path in Ei, first use the terminal edge (q,v4n2n−2i+3). Then travel towards
the left by using inrow up, inrow left and inrow down edges from rows R2n−2i+2 and R2n−2i+3 until
you reach the vertex v2n+2i−12n−2i+2. Then take the downward path P2 from v
2n+2i−1
2n−2i+2 to v
2n+2i−1
2n+3 . Finally, use
the sink edge (v2n+2i−12n+3 ,qi) incident to qi.
Therefore, Ei indeed satisfies the connectedness property.
4.4 E ′ satisfies the connectedness property and has weight at most C∗n⇒ E ′ represents some
β ∈ [n] and has weight exactly C∗n
Next we show that if a set of edges E ′ satisfies the connectedness property and has weight at most C∗n , then
in fact the weight of E ′ is exactly C∗n and it represents some β ∈ [n]. We do this via the following series of
claims and observations.
Claim 4.1. E ′ contains exactly one source edge and one sink edge.
Proof. Since E ′ satisfies the connectedness property it must contain at least one source edge and at least one
sink edge. Without loss of generality, suppose that there are at least two source edges in E ′. Then the weight
of E ′ is a least the sum of the weights of these two source edges plus the weight of at least one sink edge.
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Thus if E ′ contains at least two source edges, then its weight is at least 3B5. However, from Equation 2 we
get that
C∗n = 2B
5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+(4n−2)B+(n+1)2
≤ 2B5+4n ·B4+3n ·B4+2n ·B4+4n ·B4+4n ·B4
≤ 2B5+17n ·B4
< 3B5,
since B = 18n2 > 17n.
Thus we know that E ′ contains exactly one source edge and exactly one sink edge. Let the source edge
be incident to pi′ and the sink edge be incident to q j′ .
Claim 4.2. E ′ contains exactly four terminal edges.
Proof. Since E ′ satisfies the connectedness property, it must contain at least one incoming and one outgoing
edge for both p and q. Therefore, we need at least four terminal edges. Suppose we have at least five terminal
edges in E ′. We already know that the source and sink edges contribute at least 2B5 to weight of E ′, hence
the weight of E ′ is at least 2B5+5B4. However, from Equation 2, we get that
C∗n = 2B
5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+(4n−2)B+(n+1)2
≤ 2B5+4B4+3n ·B3+2n ·B3+4n ·B3+4n ·B3
= 2B5+4B4+13n ·B3
< 2B5+5B4,
since B = 18n2 > 13n.
Hence we know that E ′ contains exactly four terminal edges.
Claim 4.3. E ′ contains exactly 2n+1 inrow up edges, one from each column C2i for 0≤ i≤ 2n.
Proof. Observe that for each 1≤ j ≤ 2n−1, the inrow up edges in column C2 j form a cut between vertices
from columns C2 j−1 and C2 j+1. Since E ′ must have a pi′ ; p path, we need to use at least one inrow up edge
from each of the columns C0,C2, . . . ,C2i′−2. Since E ′ must have a pi′ ; q, path we need to use at least one
inrow up edge from each of the columns C2i′ ,C2i′+2, . . . ,C4n. Hence E ′ has at least 2n+1 inrow up edges, as
we require at least one inrow up edge from each of the columns C0,C2, . . . ,C4n.
Suppose E ′ contains at least 2n+ 2 inrow up edges. We already know that E ′ has a contribution of
2B5+4B4 from source, sink, and terminal edges. Hence the weight of E ′ is at least 2B5+4B4+(2n+2)B3.
However, from Equation 2, we get that
C∗n = 2B
5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+(4n−2)B+(n+1)2
≤ 2B5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+2n ·B2+4n ·B2+4n ·B2
= 2B5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+10n ·B2
< 2B5+4B4+(2n+2)B3,
since B = 18n2 > 10n.
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Therefore, we know that E ′ contains exactly one inrow edge per column C2i for every 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n. By
Claim 4.2, we know that exactly two terminal edges incident to p are selected in E ′. Observe that the terminal
edge leaving p should be followed by an inrow up edge, and similarly, the terminal edge entering p follows
an inrow up edge. Since we select exactly one inrow up edge from column C0, it follows that the two terminal
edges in E ′ incident to p must be incident to the rows R2`+1 and R2` respectively for some ` ∈ [n]. Similarly,
the two terminal edges in E ′ incident to q must be incident to the rows R2`′+1 and R2`′ for some `′ ∈ [n]. We
summarize this in the following claim:
Observation 4.4. There exist integers `,`′ ∈ [n] such that
• the only two terminal edges in E ′ incident to p are (p,v02`+1) and (v02`, p), and
• the only two terminal edges in E ′ incident to q are (q,v4n2`′+1) and (v4n2`′ ,q).
Definition 4.5. For i ∈ [n+ 1], we call the 4n interrow edges which connect vertices from row R2i−1 to
vertices from R2i as Type(i) interrow edges. We can divide the Type(i) interrow edges into 2n “pairs” of
adjacent interrow edges given by (v2 j−12i−1 ,w
j
i ) and (w
j
i ,v
2 j−1
2i ) for each 1≤ j ≤ 2n
Note that there are a total of n+1 types of interrow edges.
Claim 4.6. E ′ contains a pair of interrow edges of Type(r) for each r ∈ [n+1]. Moreover, these two edges
are the only interrow edges of Type(r) chosen in E ′.
Proof. First we show that E ′ contains at least one pair of interrow edges of each type. Observation 4.4
implies that we cannot avoid using interrow edges of any type by, for example, going into p via an edge from
some R2i and then exiting p via an edge to some R2 j+1 for any j > i (similarly for q). By the connectedness
property, set E ′ contains a pi′ ; p path P1. By Observation 4.4, the only edge entering p is (v02`, p). Hence
E ′ must contain at least one pair of interrow edges of Type(r) for 1≤ r ≤ ` since the only way to travel from
row R2r−1 to R2r (for each r ∈ [`]) is by using a pair of interrow edges of Type(r) . Similarly E ′ contains
a p; qi path and the only outgoing edge from p is (p,v02`+1). Hence E
′ must contain at least one pair of
interrow edges of Type(r) for each `+1≤ r ≤ n+1 since the only way to travel from row R2r−1 to R2r is by
using a pair of interrow edges of Type(r). Therefore, the edge set E ′ contains at least one pair of interrow
edges of each Type(r) for 1≤ r ≤ n+1.
Next we show that E ′ contains exactly two interrow edges of Type(r) for each r ∈ [n+1]. Suppose E ′
contains at least three interrow edges of some Type(r) for some r ∈ [n+1]. Since weight of each interrow
edge is B2/2, this implies E ′ gets a weight of at least (n+ 1+ 12) ·B2 from the interrow edges. We have
already seen E ′ has contribution of 2B5+4B4+(2n+1)B3 from source, sink, terminal, and inrow up edges.
Hence the weight of E ′ is at least 2B5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1+ 12) ·B2. However, from Equation 2, we
get that
C∗n = 2B
5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+(4n−2)B+(n+1)2
≤ 2B5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+4n ·B+4n ·B
= 2B5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+8n ·B
< 2B5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1+
1
2
)B2,
since B2 = 9n
2 > 8n. Hence, E ′ contains exactly two interrow edges of Type(r) for each r ∈ [n+1].
Claim 4.7. For each r ∈ [n+1], let the unique pair of interrow edges in E ′ (guaranteed by Claim 4.6) of
Type(r) belong to column C2`r−1. If the unique source and sink edges in E ′ (guaranteed by Claim 4.1) are
incident to pi′ and q j′ , respectively, then we have i′ ≤ `1 ≤ `2 ≤ . . .≤ `n+1 ≤ n+ j′.
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Proof. Observation 4.4 implies the only way to get from row R2i−1 to R2i is to use a pair of interrow edges of
Type(i). By Claim 4.6, we use exactly one pair of interrow edges of each type. Recall that there is a walk
P = pi′ ; p; q j′ in E ′, and this walk must use each of these interrow edges.
First we show that `1 ≥ i′. Suppose `1 < i′ ≤ n. Since we use the source edge incident to pi′ , we must
reach vertex v2i
′−1
0 . Since i
′ > `1, to use the pair of interrow edges to travel from v2`1−11 to v
2`1−1
2 , the walk
P must contain a v2i
′−1
0 ; v
2`1−1
1 subwalk P
′. By the construction of the connector gadget this subwalk P′
must use the inrow up edge (v2i
′−2
1 ,v
2i′−2
0 ). Now the walk P has to reach column C2n+2 j′−1 from column
C2`1−1, and so it must use another inrow edge from column C2i′−2 (between rows R2i and R2i+1 for some
i≥ 1), which contradicts Claim 4.3.
Now we prove `n+1 ≤ n+ j′. Suppose to the contrary that `n+1 > n+ j′. Then by reasoning similar to
that of above one can show that at least two inrow up edges from column C2n+2 j′ are used, which contradicts
Claim 4.3.
Finally suppose there exists r ∈ [n] such that `r > `r+1. We consider the following three cases:
• `r+1 < `r ≤ n: Then by using the fact that there is a pi′ ; q j′ walk in E ′ we get at least two inrow up
edges are used from column C2`r−2, which contradicts Claim 4.3.
• n< `r ≤ n+ j′: Then we need to use at least two inrow up edges from column C2`r−2, which contradicts
Claim 4.3.
• `r > n+ j′: Then we need to use at least two inrow up edges from column C2n+2 j′ , which contradicts
Claim 4.3.
Claim 4.8. E ′ contains at most two shortcut edges.
Proof. For the proof we will use Claim 4.7. We will show that we can use at most one e-shortcut. The proof
for f -shortcut is similar.
Suppose we use two e-shortcuts viz. ex and ey such that x > y. Note that it makes sense to include a
shortcut into E ′ only if we use the interrow edge that continues it. Hence `x = x and `y = y. By Claim 4.7, we
have y = `y ≥ `x = x, which is a contradiction.
Claim 4.9. E ′ contains exactly 4n−2 inrow right edges.
Proof. Since E ′ contains a p; q j′ path, it follows that E ′ has a path connecting some vertex from the column
Ci to some vertex from column Ci+1 for each 0≤ i≤ 2n+2 j′−2. Since E ′ contains a pi′; q path, it follows
that E ′ has a path connecting some vertex from the column C j to some vertex from the column C j+1 for each
2i′−1≤ j ≤ 4n−1.
Since 2n+2 j′−2≥ 2n and 2i′−1≤ 2n, it follows that for each 0≤ i≤ 4n−1 the solution E ′ must contain
a path connecting some vertex from column Ci to some vertex from column Ci+1. Each such path has to either
be a path of one which must be an inrow right edge, or a path of two edges consisting of a shorcut and an
interrow edge. But Claim 4.8 implies E ′ contains at most two shortcuts. Therefore, E ′ contains at least 4n−2
inrow right edges. Suppose E ′ contains at least 4n−1 inrow right edges. We have already seen the contribution
of source, sink, terminal, inrow up and interrow edges is 2B5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2. If E ′ contains at
least 4n−1 inrow right edges, then the weight of E ′ is at least 2B5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+(4n−1)B.
However, from Equation 2, we get that
C∗n = 2B
5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+(4n−2)B+(n+1)2
= 2B5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+(4n−2)B+4n2
< 2B5+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+(4n−1)B,
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since B = 18n2 > 4n2.
From Claim 4.8 and the proof of Claim 4.9, we can make the following observation:
Observation 4.10. E ′ contains exactly two shortcuts.
Let the shortcuts used be ei′′ and f j′′ . Recall that Claim 4.1 implies that at most one edge incident to P
and at most one edge incident to Q is used in E ′. Therefore, if we show that i′ = j′, then it follows that E ′
represents β = i′ = j′.
Claim 4.11. The following inequalities hold:
• i′′ ≥ i′ and j′′ ≤ j′
• i′′ ≥ j′′
Proof. To use the shortcut ei′′ , we need to use the lower half of a pair of interrow edges from column C2i′′−1.
Claim 4.7 implies i′ ≤ `1 and the pairs of interrow edges used are monotone from left to right. Hence i′′ ≥ i′.
Similarly, to use the shortcut f j′′ , we need to use the upper half of an interrow edge from Column C2n+2 j′′−1.
Claim 4.7 implies n+ j′ ≥ `n+1 ≥ n+ j′′. Hence j′′ ≤ j′.
Since we use the shortcut ei′′ it follows that `n−i′′+1 = i′′. Similarly, since we use the shortcut f j′′ it follows
that `n− j′′+2 = n+ j′′. As 1≤ i′′, j′′ ≤ n it follows that n+ j′′ > i′′. By mono tonicity of the `-sequence shown
in Claim 4.7, we have n− j′′+2> n− i′′+1, i.e., i′′ ≥ j′′.
Theorem 4.12. The weight of E ′ is exactly C∗n , and E ′ represents some integer β ∈ [n].
Proof. As argued above it is enough to show that i′ = j′. We have already seen E ′ has the following
contribution to its weight:
• The source edge incident to pi′ has weight B5+(n− i′+1) by Claim 4.1.
• The sink edge incident to q j′ has weight B5+ j′ by Claim 4.1.
• The terminal edges incur weight 4B4 by Claim 4.2.
• The inrow up edges incur weight (2n+1)B3 by Claim 4.3.
• The interrow edges incur weight (n+1)B2 by Claim 4.6.
• The inrow right edges incur weight (4n−2)B by Claim 4.9.
• The shortcut ei′′ incurs weight n · i′′ and f j′′ incurs weight n(n− j′′+1) by Claim 4.10.
Thus we already have a weight of
C∗∗ = (2B5+(n− i′+ j′+1))+4B4+(2n+1)B3+(n+1)B2+(4n−2)B+n(n− j′′+ i′′+1) (3)
Observe that adding any edge of non-zero weight to E ′ (other than the ones mentioned above) increases
the weight C∗∗ by at least B, since Claim 4.8 does not allow us to use any more shortcuts. Equation 2
and Equation 3 imply C∗∗+B−C∗n = B− n(i′− j′)− ( j′′− i′′) ≥ 20n3− n(i′− j′)− ( j′′− i′′) ≥ 0, since
i′, i′′, j′, j′′ ∈ [n]. This implies that the weight of E ′ is exactly C∗∗. We now show that in fact C∗∗−C∗n ≥ 0,
which will imply that C∗∗ =C∗n . From Equation 2 and Equation 3, we have C∗∗−C∗n = ( j′− i′)+n(i′′− j′′).
We now show that this quantity is non-negative. Recall that from Claim 4.11, we have i′′ ≥ j′′.
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• If i′′> j′′ then n(i′′− j′′)≥ n. Since j′, i′ ∈ [n], we have j′− i′≥ 1−n. Therefore, ( j′− i′)+n(i′′− j′′)≥
n+(1−n) = 1
• If i′′= j′′ then by Claim 4.11 we have i′≤ i′′= j′′≤ j′. Hence ( j′− i′)≥ 0 and so ( j′− i′)+n(i′′− j′′)≥
0.
Therefore C∗∗ =C∗n , i.e., E ′ has weight exactly C∗n . However C∗n =C∗∗ implies
j′− i′+n(i′′− j′′) = 0 (4)
Since i′, j′ ∈ [n] we have n−1≥ j′− i′ ≥ 1−n. If i′′ 6= j′′ then n(i′′− j′′)≥ n and hence j′− i′+n(i′′− j′′)≥
(1−n)+n≥ 1. Contradiction. Hence, we have j′′ = i′′ and therefore Equation 4 implies j′ = i′, i.e, E ′ is
represented by i′ = j′ ∈ [n].
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5 Proof of Lemma 3.6: constructing the main gadget
`1
t1 t2 t3
b1 b3 b4
R1
`′1
C0 C1 C2 C3
C7C5 C9C8
g22e2,2
b2
C6
t4
C4
r1
r′1
`2
`′2 h
2
2 f2,2
r2
r′2
`3
`′3
r3
r′3
`4
`′4
r4
r′4
R4
R5
R8
R9
R12
R13
R16
g32e2,,3
g23e3,2
h32 f2,3
h23 f3,2
Figure 4: The main gadget (for n = 4) representing the set {(2,2),(2,3),(3,2)}. The highlighted edges
represent the pair (2,3).
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We prove Lemma 3.6 in this section, by constructing a main gadget satisfying the specifications of Section 3.2.
Recall that, as discussed at the start of Section 3.3, we may assume that 1 < x,y < n holds for every
(x,y) ∈ Si, j.
5.1 Different types of edges in main gadget
Before proving Lemma 3.6, we first describe the construction of the main gadget in more detail (see Figure 4).
The main gadget has n2 rows denoted by R1,R2, . . . ,Rn2 and 2n+1 columns denoted by C0,C1, . . . ,C2n+1.
Let us denote the vertex at intersection of row Ri and column C j by v
j
i . We now describe the various different
kinds of edges in the main gadget.
1. Left Source Edges: For every i ∈ [n], the edge (`i, `′i) is a left source edge.
2. Right Sink Edges: For every i ∈ [n], the edge (r′i,ri) is a right sink edge.
3. Top Source Edges: For every i ∈ [n], the edge (ti,vi1) is a top source edge.
4. Bottom Sink Edges: For every i ∈ [n], the edge (vn+in2 ,bi) is a bottom sink edge.
5. Source Internal Edges: This is the set of n2 edges of the form (`′i,v0j) for i ∈ [n] and n(i−1)+1≤
j ≤ n · i. We number the source internal edges from top to bottom, i.e., the edge (`′i,v0j) is called the jth
source internal edge, where i ∈ [n] and n(i−1)+1≤ j ≤ n · i.
6. Sink Internal Edges: This is the set of n2 edges of the form (v2n+1j ,r
′
i) for i ∈ [n] and n(i−1)+1≤
j ≤ n · i. We number the sink internal edges from top to bottom, i.e., the edge (v2n+1j ,r′i) is called the
jth sink internal edge, where i ∈ [n] and n(i−1)+1≤ j ≤ n · i.
7. Bridge Edges: This is the set of n2 edges of the form (vni ,v
n+1
i ) for 1≤ i≤ n2. We number the bridge
edges from top to bottom, i.e., the edge (vni ,v
n+1
i ) is called the i
th bridge edge. These edges are shown
in red color in Figure 4.
8. Inrow Right Edges: For each i ∈ [n2] we call the→ edges (except the bridge edge (vni ,vn+1i )) connect-
ing vertices of row Ri as inrow right edges. Formally, the set of inrow right edges of row Ri are given
by {(v ji ,v j+1i ) : 0≤ j ≤ n−1}
⋃{(v ji ,v j+1i ) : n+1≤ j ≤ 2n}
9. Interrow Down Edges: For each i ∈ [n2−1] we call the 2n ↓ edges connecting vertices of row Ri to
Ri+1 as interrow down edges. The 2n interrow edges between row Ri and Ri+1 are (v
j
i ,v
j
i+1) for each
1≤ j ≤ 2n.
10. Shortcut Edges: There are 2|S| shortcut edges, namely e1,e2, . . . ,e|S| and f1, f2, . . . , f|S|. The shortcut
edge for a (x,y) ∈ S for some 1< x,y< n is defined the following way:
• Introduce a new vertex gyx at the middle of the edge (vyn(x−1)+y−1,vyn(x−1)+y) to create two new
edges (vyn(x−1)+y−1,g
y
x) and (g
y
x,v
y
n(x−1)+y). Then the edge ex,y is (v
y−1
n(x−1)+y,g
y
x).
• Introduce a new vertex hyx at the middle of the edge (vn+yn(x−1)+y,vn+yn(x−1)+y+1) to create two new
edges (vn+yn(x−1)+y,h
y
x) and (h
y
x,v
n+y
n(x−1)+y+1)). Then the edge fx,y is (h
y
x,v
n+y+1
n(x−1)+y).
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5.2 Assigning weights in the main gadget
Define B = 11n2. We assign weights to the edges as follows:
1. Each left source edge has weight B4.
2. Each right sink edge has weight B4.
3. For every 1≤ i≤ n, the ith top source edge (ti,vi1) has weight B4.
4. For every 1≤ i≤ n, the ith bottom sink edge (vn+in2 ,bi) has weight B4.
5. For each i ∈ [n2], the ith bridge edge (vni ,vn+1i ) has weight B3.
6. For each i ∈ [n2], the ith source internal edge has weight B2(n2− i).
7. For each j ∈ [n2], the jth sink internal edge has weight B2 · j.
8. Each inrow right edge has weight 3B.
9. For each (x,y) ∈ S, both the shortcut edges ex,y and fx,y have weight B each.
10. Each interrow down edge that does not have a shortcut incident to it has weight 2. If an interrow edge
is split into two edges by the shortcut incident to it, then we assign a weight 1 to each of the two parts.
Now we define the quantity M∗n stated in Lemma 3.6:
M∗n = 4B
4+B3+B2n2+B(6n−4)+2(n2−1). (5)
Next we are ready to prove the statements of Lemma 3.6.
5.3 For every (x,y) ∈ S, there is a solution Ex,y of weight M∗n that represents (x,y)
For (x,y) ∈ S⊆ [n]× [n] define z = n(x−1)+ y. Let Ex,y be the union of the following sets of edges:
• The xth left source edge and xth right sink edge. This incurs a weight of 2B4.
• The yth top source edge and the yth bottom sink edge. This incurs a weight of 2B4.
• The zth bridge edge. This incurs a weight of B3.
• The zth source internal edge and zth sink internal edge. This incurs a weight of B2n2.
• All inrow right edges from row Rz except (vy−1z ,vyz) and (vn+yz ,vn+y+1z ). This incurs a weight of
3B · (2n−2).
• The shortcut edges ex,y and fx,y. This incurs a weight of 2B.
• The vertically downward path vy1→ vy2→ . . .→ vyz formed by interrow down edges in column Cy. This
incurs a weight of 2(z−1).
• The vertically downward path vn+yz → vn+yz+1 → . . .→ vn+yn2 formed by interrow down edges in column
Cn+y. This incurs a weight of 2(n2− z).
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From the above paragraph and Equation 5, it follows the total weight of Ex,y is exactly M∗n . Note that we
did not include two inrow right edges, (vy−1z ,vyz) and (vn+yz ,vn+y+1z ), from row Rz in Ex,y. However, we can
mimic the function of both these inrow right edges using shortcut edges and interrow down edges in Ex,y as
follows:
• We can still travel from vy−1z to vyz in Ex,y as follows: take the path (vy−1z → gyx→ vyz).
• We can still travel from (vn+yz to vn+y+1z ) in Ex,y via the path (vn+yz → hx,y→ vn+y+1z ).
The following observation follows from the previous paragraph:
Observation 5.1. In Ex,y we can reach v jz from viz for any 2n+1≥ j ≥ i≥ 0.
It remains to show that Ex,y represents (x,y) ∈ S. It is easy to see that the first four conditions of
Definition 3.5 are satisfied since the definition of Ex,y itself gives the following:
• In Ex,y the only outgoing edge from L is the one incident to `x
• In Ex,y the only incoming edge to R is the one incident to rx
• In Ex,y the only outgoing edge from T is the one incident to ty
• In Ex,y the only incoming edge to B is the one incident to by
We now show that the last condition of Definition 3.5 is also satisfied by Ex,y:
1. There is a `x; rx path in Ex,y obtained by taking the edges in the following order:
• the left source edge (`x, `′x),
• the source internal edge (`′x,v0z ),
• the horizontal path v0z → v1z → . . .vnz given by Observation 5.1,
• the bridge edge (vnz ,vn+1z ),
• the horizontal path vn+1z → vn+2z → . . .v2n+1z given by Observation 5.1,
• the sink internal edge (v2n+1z ,r′x), and
• the right sink edge (r′x,rx).
2. There is a ty; by path in Ex,y obtained by taking the edges in the following order:
• the top source edge (ty,vy1),
• the downward path vy1→ vy2→ . . .vyz given by interrow down edges in column Cy,
• the horizontal path vyz → vy+1z → . . .vnz given by Observation 5.1,
• the bridge edge (vnz ,vn+1z ),
• the horizontal path vn+1z → vn+2z → . . .vn+yz given by Observation 5.1,
• the downward path vn+yz → vn+yz+1 → . . .vn+yn2 given by interrow down edges in column Cn+y, and
• the bottom sink edge (vn+yn2 ,by).
Therefore, Ex,y has weight M∗n and represents (x,y).
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5.4 E ′ satisfies the connectedness property and has weight at most M∗n ⇒ E ′ represents some
(α,β ) ∈ S and has weight exactly M∗n
In this section we show that if a set of edges E ′ satisfies the connectedness property and has weight M∗n , then
it represents some (α,β ) ∈ S. We do this via the following series of claims and observations.
Claim 5.2. E ′ contains
• exactly one left source edge,
• exactly one right sink edge,
• exactly one top source edge, and
• exactly one bottom sink edge.
Proof. Since E ′ satisfies the connectedness property, it must contain at least one edge of each of the above
types. Without loss of generality, suppose we have at least two left source edges in E ′. Then the weight of the
edge set E ′ is greater than or equal to the sum of weights of these two left source edges and the weight of a
right sink edge, the weight of a top source edge, and the weight of a bottom sink edge. Thus if E ′ contains at
least two left source edges, then its weight is at least 5B4. However, from Equation 5, we get that
M∗n = 4B
4+B3+B2n2+B(6n−4)+2(n2−1)
≤ 4B4+n ·B3+n ·B3+6n ·B3+2n ·B3
= 4B4+10n ·B3
< 5B4,
since B = 11n2 > 10n.
Therefore, we can set up the following notation:
• Let iL ∈ [n] be the unique index such that the left source edge in E ′ is incident to `iL .
• Let iR ∈ [n] be the unique index such that the right sink edge in E ′ is incident to riR .
• Let iT ∈ [n] be the unique index such that the top source edge in E ′ is incident to tiT .
• Let iB ∈ [n] be the unique index such that the bottom sink edge in E ′ is incident to biB .
Claim 5.3. The edge set E ′ contains exactly one bridge edge.
Proof. To satisfy the connectedness property, we need at least one bridge edge, since the bridge edges form
a cut between the top-distinguished vertices and the right-distinguished vertices as well as between the
top-distinguished vertices and the bottom-distinguished vertices. Suppose that the edge set E ′ contains at
least two bridge edges. This contributes a weight of 2B3. We already have a contribution on 4B4 to weight of
E ′ from Claim 5.2. Therefore, the weight of E ′ is at least 4B4+2B3. However, from Equation 5, we get that
M∗n = 4B
4+B3+B2n2+B(6n−4)+2(n2−1)
≤ 4B4+B3+B2n2+6n ·B+2n2
≤ 4B4+B3+B2n2+6n2B2+2n2B2
= 4B4+B3+9B2n2
< 4B8+2B3,
since B = 11n2 > 9n2.
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Let the index of the unique bridge edge in E ′ (guaranteed by Claim 5.3) be γ ∈ [n2]. The connectedness
property implies that we need to select at least one source internal edge incident to `′iL and at least one sink
internal edge incident to r′iR . Let the index of the source internal edge incident to `
′
iL be jL and the index of
the sink internal edge incident to r′iR be jR.
Claim 5.4. iL = iR and jL = jR = γ .
Proof. By the connectedness property, there is a path from `iL to some vertex in riR ∪biB . The paths starts
with `iL → `′iL → v1jL and has to use the γ th bridge edge. By the construction of the main gadget (all edges are
either downwards or towards the right), this path can never reach any row R` for ` < jL. Therefore, γ ≥ jL.
By similar logic, we get jR ≥ γ . Therefore jR ≥ jL.
If jR > jL, then the weight of the source internal edge and the sink internal edge is B5(n2− jL+ jR)≥
B5(n2+1). We already have a contribution of 4B4+B3 to the weight of E ′ from Claim 5.2 and Claim 5.3.
Therefore, the weight of E ′ is at least 4B4+B3+B2(n2+1). However, from Equation 5, we get that
M∗n = 4B
4+B3+B2n2+B(6n−4)+2(n2−1)
≤ 4B4+B3+B2n2+6n ·B+2n2
≤ 4B4+B3+B2n2+6n2 ·B+2n2 ·B
= 4B4+B3+B2n2+8n2 ·B
< 4B4+B3+B2(n2+1),
since B = 11n2 > 8n2. Hence jR = jL = γ . Observing that iL = d jLn e and iR = d jRn e, we obtain iL = iR.
Let iL = iR = α and γ = n(α − 1) + β . We will now show that E ′ represents the pair (α,β ). By
Definition 3.5, we need to prove the following four conditions:
1. The only left source edge in E ′ is the one incident to `α and the only right sink edge in E ′ is the one
incident to rα .
2. The pair (α,β ) is in S.
3. The only top source edge in E ′ is the one incident to tβ and the only bottom sink edge in E ′ is the one
incident to bβ .
4. E ′ has an `α ; rα path and an tβ ; bβ path.
The first statement above follows from Claim 5.2 and Claim 5.4. We now continue with the proof of the
other three statements mentioned above:
Claim 5.5. E ′ contains exactly 2n−2 inrow right edges, all of them from row Rγ . As a corollary, we get that
there are two shortcuts incident to row Rγ , i.e., (α,β ) ∈ S and also that E ′ uses both these shortcuts.
Proof. Note that by the construction of the main gadget, there can be at most two shortcut edges incident on
the vertices of row Rγ .
Claim 5.4 implies jL = jR = γ . Hence the `α ; rα ∪biB path in E ′ contains a v0γ ; vnγ subpath P1. By the
construction of the main gadget, we cannot reach an upper row from a lower row. Hence this subpath P1 must
be the path v0γ → v2γ → . . .→ vnγ . This path P1 can at most use the unique shortcut edge incident to row Rγ
and column Cβ to replace an inrow right edge. Hence P1 uses at least n−1 inrow right edges, with equality
only if Rγ has a shortcut incident to it.
Similarly, the `α ∪ tiT ; rα path in E ′ contains a vn+1γ ; v2n+1γ subpath P2. By the construction of the
main gadget, we cannot reach an upper row from a lower row. Hence this subpath P2 must be the path
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vn+1γ → vn+2γ → . . .→ v2n+1γ . This path P2 can at most use the unique shortcut edge incident to row Rγ and
column Cn+β to replace an inrow right edge. Hence P2 uses at least n−1 inrow right edges, with equality
only if Rγ has a shortcut incident to it.
Clearly, the sets of inrow edges used by P1 and P2 are disjoint, and hence E ′ contains at least 2n−2 inrow
right edges from row Rγ . Suppose E ′ contains at least 2n−1 inrow right edges. Then it incurs a weight of
3B · (2n−1). From Claim 5.2, Claim 5.3 and Claim 5.4 we already have a contribution of 4B4+B3+B2n2.
Therefore the weight of E ′ is at least 4B4+B3+B2n2+3B · (2n−1).
However, from Equation 5, we get that
M∗n = 4B
4+B3+B2n2+B(6n−4)+2(n2−1)
≤ 4B4+B3+B2n2+B(6n−4)+2n2
< 4B4+B3+B2n2+3B · (2n−1),
since B = 11n2 > 2n2. Therefore, E ′ can only contain at most 2n−2 inrow right edges. Hence there must be
two shortcut edges incident to row Rγ , which are both used by E ′. Since γ = n(α−1)+β , the fact that row
Rγ has shortcut edges incident to it implies (α,β ) ∈ S.
To prove the third claim it is sufficient to show that iT = iB = β , since Claim 5.2 implies E ′ contains
exactly one top source edge and exactly one bottom sink edge. Note that the remaining budget left for the
weight of E ′ is at most 2(n2−1).
Claim 5.6. iT = iB = β
Proof. Recall that the only bridge edge used is the one on row Rγ . Moreover, the bridge edges form a
cut between T and R∪B. Hence, to satisfy the connectedness property it follows that the tiT ; rα ∪ biB
path in E ′ contains a viT1 ; v
n
γ subpath P3. By Claim 5.5, all inrow right edges are only from row Rγ .
As the only remaining budget is 2(n2− 1), we cannot use any other shortcuts or inrow right edges since
B = 11n2 > 2(n2−1). Therefore, P3 contains another viT1 → viTγ subpath P′3. If iT 6= β , then P′3 incurs weight
2(γ−1). Note that we also pay a weight of 1 to use half of the interrow edge when we use the shortcut edge
(which we have to use due to Claim 5.5) which is incident to row Rγ and column Cβ .
Similarly, the `α ∪ tiT ; biB path in E ′ contains a vn+1γ ; vn+iBn2 subpath P′4. By Claim 5.5, all inrow
horizontal edges are only from row Rγ . As the only remaining budget is 2(n2−1), we cannot use any other
shortcuts or inrow right edges. Therefore, P4 contains another v
n+iB
γ ; v
n+iB
n2 subpath P
′
4. If iB 6= β , then P′4
incurs weight 2(n2− γ). Note that we also pay a weight of 1 to use (half of) the interrow edge when we use
the shortcut edge (which we have to use due to Claim 5.5) which is incident to row Rγ and column Cn+β .
Suppose without loss of generality that iT 6= β . Then P′3 incurs a weight of 2(γ−1), and the half interrow
edge used incurs an additional weight of 1. In addition, path P′4 incurs a weight of 2(n
2− γ). Hence the total
weight incurred is 2(γ−1)+1+2(n2− γ) = 2(n2−1)+1 which is greater than our allowed budget. Hence
iT = β . It can be shown similarly that iB = β .
Claim 5.7. E ′ has an `α ; rα path and an tβ ; bβ path.
Proof. First we show that E ′ has an `α ; rα path by taking the following edges (in order)
• The path `α → `′α → v0γ which exists since iL = α and jL = γ
• The v0γ ; vnγ path P1 guaranteed in proof of Claim 5.5
• The bridge edge vnγ → vn+1γ guaranteed by Claim 5.3
• The vn+1γ ; v2n+1γ path P2 guaranteed in proof of Claim 5.5
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• The path rα ← r′α ← v2n+1γ which exists since iR = α and jR = γ
Next we show that E ′ has an tβ ; bβ path by taking the following edges (in order)
• The edge tβ → vβ1 which exists since iT = β
• The vβ1 ; vnγ path P3 guaranteed in proof of Claim 5.6
• The bridge edge vnγ → vn+1γ guaranteed by Claim 5.3
• The vn+1γ ; vn+βn2 path P4 guaranteed in proof of Claim 5.6
• The edge bβ ← vn+βn2 which exists since iB = β
Claim 5.2, Claim 5.4, Claim 5.5, Claim 5.6 and Claim 5.7 together imply that E ′ represents (α,β ) ∈ S
(see Definition 3.5). We now show that weight of E ′ is exactly M∗n .
Lemma 5.8. Weight of E ′ is exactly M∗n
Proof. Claim 5.2 contributes a weight of 4B4 to E ′. Claim 5.3 contributes a weight of B3 to E ′. From the
proof of Claim 5.4, we can see that E ′ incurs weight B2n2 from the source internal edge and sink internal
edge. Claim 5.5 implies that E ′ contains exactly 2n−2 inrow right edges from row Rγ and also both shortcuts
incident to row Rγ . This incurs a cost of 3B(2n−2)+2B=B(6n−4). By arguments similar to that in the proof
of Claim 5.6, E ′ contains at least (γ−1) interrow edges from column Cβ and at least (n2− γ) interrow edges
from column Cn+β . Therefore, we have weight of E ′≥ 4B4+B3+B2n2+B ·(6n−4)+2(γ−1)+2(n2−γ)=
4B4+B3+B2n2+B · (6n−4)+2(n2−1) = M∗n . Hence the weight of E ′ is exactly M∗n .
This completes the proof of the second statement of Lemma 3.6.
6 W[1]-hardness for SCSS in general graphs
The main goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3. We note that the reduction of Guo et al. [42] gives a
reduction from MULTICOLORED CLIQUE which builds an equivalent instance of STRONGLY CONNECTED
STEINER SUBGRAPH with quadratic blowup in the number of terminals. Hence using the reduction of Guo
et al. [42] only an f (k) · no(
√
k) algorithm for SCSS can be ruled out under ETH. We are able to improve
upon this hardness by using the PARTITIONED SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM (PSI) problem introduced by
Marx [57]. Our reduction is also slightly simpler than the one given by Guo et al.
PARTITIONED SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM (PSI)
Input : Undirected graphs G = (VG = {g1,g2, . . . ,g`},EG) and H = (VH ,EH), and a partition of VH
into disjoint subsets H1,H2, . . . ,H`
Question: Is there an injection φ : VG→VH such that
1. For every i ∈ [`] we have φ(gi) ∈ Hi.
2. For every edge {gi,g j} ∈ EG we have {φ(gi),φ(g j)} ∈ EH .
The PSI problem is so-called because the vertices of H are partitioned into parts: one part corresponding
to every vertex of G. Marx [57] showed the following hardness result:
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Figure 5: An illustration of the reduction from PSI to SCSS described in Theorem 1.3 for the special case
when VG = {g1,g2},EG = g1−g2 and H is a path on three vertices v−u−w with H1 = {v,w} and H2 = {u}.
Theorem 6.1. Unless ETH fails, PARTITIONED SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM cannot be solved in time
f (r) ·no(r/ logr) where f is any computable function, r is the number of edges in G and n is the number of
vertices in H.
By giving a reduction from PARTITIONED SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM to STRONGLY CONNECTED
STEINER SUBGRAPH where k = O(|EG|) we will obtain a f (k) · no(k/ logk) hardness for SCSS under the
ETH, where k is the number of terminals. Consider an instance (G,H) of PARTITIONED SUBGRAPH
ISOMORPHISM. We now build an instance (G∗,T ∗) of STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER SUBGRAPH as
follows:
• B = {bi | i ∈ [`]}
• C = {cv | v ∈VH}
• H = {hv | v ∈VH}
• D = {duv∪dvu | {u,v} ∈ EH}
• A = {auv∪avu | {u,v} ∈ EH}
• F = { fi j | 1≤ i, j ≤ ` | gig j ∈ EG}
• V ∗ = B∪C∪H ∪D∪A∪F
• E1 = {(cv,bi) | v ∈ Hi,1≤ i≤ `}
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• E2 = {(bi,hv) | v ∈ Hi,1≤ i≤ `}
• E3 = {(hv,cv) | v ∈VH}
• E4 = {(cv,dvu) | {u,v} ∈ EH}
• E5 = {(avu,hu) | {u,v} ∈ EH}
• E6 = {(dvu,avu) | {u,v} ∈ EH}
• E7 = {( fi j,dvu)∪ (avu, fi j) | {u,v} ∈ EH ;v ∈ Hi;u ∈ H j;1≤ i, j ≤ `}
• E∗ = E1∪E2∪E3∪E4∪E5∪E6∪E7
• The set of terminals is T ∗ = B∪F .
This completes the construction of the graph G∗ = (V ∗,E∗). An illustration of the construction for a
small graph is given in Figure 5. In the instance of PARTITIONED SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM we can assume
the graph G is connected, otherwise we can solve the problem for each connected component. Therefore, we
have that k = |T |= `+2|EG|= O(|EG|). For ease of argument, we distinguish the different types of edges of
G∗ as follows (see Figure 5):
• Edges of E1∪E2∪E3 are denoted using black edges
• Edges of E4∪E5 are denoted using light/gray edges
• Edges of E6∪E7 are denoted using dotted edges
We now show two lemmas which complete the reduction from PARTITIONED SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM
to STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER SUBGRAPH .
Lemma 6.2. If the instance (G,H) of PARTITIONED SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM answers YES then the
instance (G∗,T ∗) of STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER SUBGRAPH has a solution of size ≤ 3`+10|EG|.
Proof. Suppose the instance (G,H) of PARTITIONED SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM answers YES and let φ be
the injection from VG→VH . Then we claim the following set M′ of 3`+10|EG| edges forms a solution for
the STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER SUBGRAPH instance:
• M1 = {(hφ(gi),cφ(gi)) | i ∈ [`]}
• M2 = {(bi,hφ(gi)) | i ∈ [`]}
• M3 = {(cφ(gi),bi) | i ∈ [`]}
• M4 = {(cφ(gi),dφ(gi)φ(g j))∪ (dφ(gi)φ(g j),aφ(gi)φ(g j))∪ (aφ(gi)φ(g j),hφ(g j)) | gig j ∈ EG;1≤ i, j ≤ `}.
• M5 = {( fi j,dφ(gi)φ(g j))∪ (aφ(gi)φ(g j), fi j) | gig j ∈ EG;1≤ i, j ≤ `}.
• M′ = M1∪M2∪M3∪M4∪M5
First consider i 6= j such that gig j ∈ EG. Then there is a bi; b j path in M′, namely bi→ hφ(gi)→ cφ(gi)→
dφ(gi)φ(g j)→ aφ(gi)φ(g j)→ hφ(g j)→ cφ(g j)→ b j. Generalizing this and observing G is connected we can see
any two terminals in B are strongly connected. Now consider two terminals fi j and bq such that 1≤ i, j,q≤ `.
The existence of the terminal fi j implies gig j ∈ EG and hence φ(gi)φ(g j) ∈ EH . There is a path in M′ from
fi j to bq: use the path fi j ; dφ(gi)φ(g j)→ aφ(gi)φ(g j)→ hφ(g j)→ cφ(g j)→ b j followed by the b j ; bq path
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(which was shown to exist above). Similarly there is a path in M′ from bq to fi j: use the bq; bi path (which
was shown to exist above) followed by the path bi; hφ(gi)→ cφ(gi)→ dφ(gi)φ(g j)→ aφ(gi)φ(g j)→ fi j. Hence
each terminal in B can reach every terminal in F and vice versa. Finally consider any two terminals fi j and
fst in F : the terminal fi j can first reach bi and we have seen above that bi can reach any terminal in F . This
shows M′ forms a solution for the STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER SUBGRAPH instance.
Lemma 6.3. If the instance (G∗,T ∗) of STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER SUBGRAPH has a solution of
size ≤ 3`+10|EG| then the instance (G,H) of PARTITIONED SUBGRAPH ISOMORPHISM answers YES.
Proof. Let X be a solution of size 3`+10|EG| for the instance (G∗,T ∗) of SCSS. Consider a terminal fi j ∈ F .
The only out-neighbors of fi j are vertices from D, and hence X must contain an edge ( fi j,dvu) such that
v ∈ Hi and u ∈ H j. However the only neighbor of dvu is avu, and hence X has to contain this edge as well.
Finally, X must also contain one incoming edge into fi j since we desire strong connectivity. So for each
terminal fi j, we need three “private” dotted edges in the sense that every terminal in F needs three such edges
in any optimum solution. This uses up 6|EG| of the budget since |F |= 2|EG|. Referring to Figure 5, we can
see any fi j ∈ F needs two “private” light edges in X : one edge coming out of some vertex in A and some
edge going into a vertex of D. This uses up 4|EG| more from the budget leaving us with only 3` edges.
Consider bi for i ∈ [`]. First we claim that X must contain at least three black edges for bi to have
incoming and outgoing paths to the other terminals. The only outgoing edge from bi is to vertices of H, and
hence we need to pick an edge (bi,hv) such that v ∈Hi. Since the only out-neighbor of hv is cv, it follows that
X must pick this edge as well. Additionally, X also needs to contain at least one incoming edge into bi to
account for incoming paths from other terminals to bi. So each bi needs to have at least three edges selected in
order to have incoming and outgoing paths to other terminals. Moreover, all these edges are clearly “private”,
i.e., different for each bi. But as seen in the previous paragraph, our remaining budget was at most 3`. Hence
X selects exactly three such edges for each bi. We now claim that once X contains the edges (bi,hv) and
hv,cv such that v ∈ Hi then X must also contain the edge (cv,bi). Suppose not, and for incoming towards bi
the solution X selects the edge (cw,bi) for some w ∈ Hi such that w 6= v. Then since hw is the only neighbor
of cw, the solution X would be forced to select this edge as well. This implies that at least four edges have
been selected for bi, which is a contradiction. So for every i ∈ [`], there is a vertex vi ∈ Hi such that the
edges (bi,hvi),(hvi ,cvi) and (cvi ,bi) are selected in the solution for the STRONGLY CONNECTED STEINER
SUBGRAPH instance. Further these are the only black edges in X corresponding to bi (refer to Figure 5). It
also follows for each fi j ∈ F , the solution X contains exactly three of the dotted edges (we argued above that
each fi j needs three dotted edges, and the budget now implies that this is the maximum we can allow).
Define φ : VG→VH by φ(gi) = vi for each i∈ [`]. Since vi ∈Hi and the sets H1,H2, . . . ,H` form a disjoint
partition of VH , it follows that the function φ is an injection. Consider any edge gig j ∈ EG. We have seen
above that the solution X contains exactly three dotted edges per fi j ∈ F . Suppose for fi j ∈ F the solution
X contains the edges ( fi j,dvu),(dvu,avu) and (avu, fi j) for some v ∈ Hi,u ∈ H j. The only incoming path for
fi j is via dvu. Also the only outgoing path from bi is via cvi . If vi 6= v then we will need two other dotted
edges to reach fi j, which is a contradiction since have already picked the allocated budget of three such edges.
Hence, vi = v. Similarly, it follows that v j = u. Finally, the existence of the vertex dvu implies vu ∈ EH , i.e.,
φ(gi)φ(g j) ∈ EH .
6.1 Proof of Theorem 1.3
Finally, we are now ready to prove Theorem 1.3 which is restated below:
Theorem 1.3. Under ETH, the edge-unweighted version of the SCSS problem cannot be solved in time
f (k) · no(k/ logk) where f is any computable function, k is the number of terminals and n is the number of
vertices in the instance.
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Proof. Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.3 together give a parameterized reduction from PSI to SCSS. Observe
that the number of terminals k of the SCSS instance is |B∪F |= |VG|+2|EG|= O(|EG|) since we had the
assumption that G is connected. The number of vertices in the SCSS instance is |V ∗|= |VG|+2|VH |+4|EH |+
2|EG|= O(|EH |). Therefore from Theorem 6.1 we can conclude that under ETH there is no f (k) ·no(k/ logk)
algorithm for SCSS where n is the number of vertices in the graph and k is the number of terminals.
7 W[1]-hardness for DSN in planar DAGs
The main goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.4 which is restated below
Theorem 1.4. The edge-unweighted version of the DIRECTED STEINER NETWORK problem is W[1]-hard
parameterized by the number k of terminal pairs, even when the input is restricted to planar directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs). Moreover, there is no f (k) ·no(k) algorithm for any computable function f , unless the ETH
fails.
Note that this shows that the nO(k) algorithm of Feldman-Ruhl is asymptotically optimal. To prove
Theorem 1.4, we reduce from the GRID TILING problem introduced by Marx [57].
k× k GRID TILING
Input : Integers k,n, and k2 non-empty sets Si, j ⊆ [n]× [n] where 1≤ i, j ≤ k
Question: For each 1≤ i, j ≤ k does there exist an entry si, j ∈ Si, j such that
• If si, j = (x,y) and si, j+1 = (x′,y′) then x = x′.
• If si, j = (x,y) and si+1, j = (x′,y′) then y = y′.
Consider an instance (k,n,{Si, j : 1≤i, j≤k}) of GRID TILING. We now build an instance (G,T ) of edge-
weighted DIRECTED STEINER NETWORK as shown in Figure 6. Set T = {(ai,bi)∪ (ci,di) : i ∈ [k]}, i.e., we
have 2k terminal pairs. We introduce k2 red gadgets where each gadget is an n×n grid. Set the weight of
each black edge to 2.
Definition 7.1. An ai; bi canonical path is a path from ai to bi which starts with a blue edge coming out of
ai, then follows a horizontal path of black edges and finally ends with a blue edge going into bi. Similarly, a
c j; d j canonical path is a path from c j to d j which starts with a blue edge coming out of c j, then follows a
vertically downward path of black edges and finally ends with a blue edge going into d j.
There are n edge-disjoint ai ; bi canonical paths: let us call them P1i ,P
2
i , . . . ,P
n
i as viewed from top
to bottom. They are named using magenta color in Figure 6. Similarly we call the canonical paths from
c j to d j as Q1j ,Q
2
j , . . . ,Q
n
j when viewed from left to right. For each i ∈ [k] and ` ∈ [n] we assign a weight
of ∆(n+ 1− `) and ∆` to the first and last blue edges of P`i , respectively. Similarly for each j ∈ [k] and
` ∈ [n] we assign a weight of ∆(n+1− `) and ∆` to the first and last blue edges of Q`j, respectively. Thus
the total weight of the first and the last blue edges on any canonical path is exactly ∆(n+1). The idea is to
choose ∆ large enough such that in any optimum solution the paths between the terminals will be exactly the
canonical paths. We will see later that ∆= 5n2 will suffice for this purpose. Any canonical path consists of
the following set of edges:
• Two blue edges (which sum up to ∆(n+1))
• (k+1) black edges not inside the gadgets
• (n−1) black edges inside each gadget
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Figure 6: The instance of DIRECTED STEINER NETWORK created from an instance of GRID TILING.
Since the number of gadgets each canonical path visits is k and the weight of each black edge is 2, we have
the total weight of any canonical path is ∆(n+1)+2(k+1)+2k(n−1).
Intuitively the k2 gadgets correspond to the k2 sets in the GRID TILING instance. Let us denote by Gi, j
the gadget which contains all vertices which lie on the intersection of any ai ; bi path and any c j ; d j
path. If (x,y) ∈ Si, j then we color green the vertex in the gadget Gi, j which is the unique intersection of the
canonical paths Pxi and Q
y
j. Then we add a shortcut as shown in Figure 7. The idea is if both the ai; bi path
and c j ; d j path pass through the green vertex then the ai; bi path can save a weight of 1 by using the
green edge and a vertical edge to reach the green vertex, instead of paying a weight of 2 to use the horizontal
edge reaching the green vertex. It is easy to see that there is a solution (without using green edges) for the
DSN instance of weight B∗ = 2k
(
∆(n+1)+2(k+1)+2k(n−1)
)
: each terminal pair just uses a canonical
path and these canonical paths are pairwise edge-disjoint.
The following assumption will be helpful in handling some of the border cases of the gadget construction.
We may assume that 1<min{x,y} holds for every (x,y) ∈ Si, j: indeed, we can increase n by one and replace
every (x,y) by (x+1,y+1) without changing the problem. Hence, no green vertex can be in the first row or
first column of any gadget. Combining this fact with the orientation of the edges we get the only gadgets
which can intersect any ai; bi path are Gi,1,Gi,2, . . . ,Gi,k. Similarly the only gadgets which can intersect any
c j; d j path are G1, j,G2, j, . . . ,Gk, j. This completes the construction of the instance (G,T ) of DIRECTED
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Figure 7: Let u,v be two consecutive vertices on the canonical path P`i . Let v be on the canonical path Q
`′
j
and let y be the vertex preceding it on this path. If v is a green vertex then we subdivide the edge (y,v) by
introducing a new vertex x and adding two edges (y,x) and (x,v) of weight 1. We also add an edge (u,x)
of weight 1. The idea is if both the edges (y,v) and (u,v) were being used initially then now we can save a
weight of 1 by making the horizontal path choose (u,x) and then we get (x,v) for free, as it is already being
used by the vertical canonical path.
STEINER NETWORK.
Lemmas 7.2 and 7.6 below prove that the reduction described above is indeed a correct reduction from
GRID TILING to DSN.
Lemma 7.2. If the instance (k,n,{Si, j : 1≤i, j≤k}) of GRID TILING has a solution then the instance (G,T ) of
DIRECTED STEINER NETWORK has a solution of weight at most B∗− k2.
Proof. For each 1≤ i, j ≤ k let si, j ∈ Si, j be the entry in the solution of the GRID TILING instance. Therefore
for every i ∈ k we know that each of the k entries si,1,si,2, . . . ,si,k have the same first coordinate αi. Similarly
for every j ∈ [k] each of the k vertices s1, j,s2, j, . . . ,sk, j has the same second coordinate γ j. For each
j ∈ [k] we use the canonical path Qγ jj to satisfy the terminal for (c j,d j). For each i ∈ [k], we essentially
use the canonical path Pαii with the following modifications: for each j ∈ [k], take the shortcut green
edge (as shown in Figure 7) when we encounter the green vertex (this is guaranteed to happen since
(αi,γ j) = si, j ∈ Si, j) in Gi, j at intersection of the canonical paths Pαii and Qγ jj . Hence, overall we save a total
of k2: a saving of one per gadget. Thus, we have produced a solution for the instance (G,T ) of weight
2k
(
∆(n+1)+2(k+1)+2k(n−1)
)
− k2 = B∗− k2.
We now prove the other direction which is more involved. First we show some preliminary claims:
Claim 7.3. Any optimum solution for (G,T ) contains a c j; d j canonical path for each j ∈ [k].
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is an optimum solution N for (G,T ) which does not contain a
canonical c j; d j path for some j ∈ [k]. From the orientation of the edges, we know that there is a c j; d j
path in N that starts with the blue edge from Q`j and ends with a blue edge from Q
`′
j for some `
′ > `. We
create a new set of edges N′ from N as follows:
• Add all those edges of Q`j which were not present in N. In particular, we add the last blue edge of Q`j
since `′ > `
• Delete the last blue edge of Q`′j .
It is easy to see that N′ is also a solution for (G,T ): this is because N′ contains the canonical path Q`j to
satisfy the pair (c j,d j), and the last (blue) edge of any c j; d j canonical path cannot be on any ai; bi path
for any i ∈ [k]. Changing the last blue edge saves us (`′− `)∆ ≤ ∆ = 5n2. However we have to be careful
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since we added some edges to the solution. But these edges are the internal (black) edges of Q`j, and their
weight is ≤ 2(k+1)+2k(n−1) = 2kn+2< 5n2 = ∆ since 1≤ k≤ n. Therefore we are able to create a new
solution N′ whose weight is less than that of an optimum solution N, which is a contradiction.
Definition 7.4. An ai; bi path is called an almost canonical path if its first and last edges are blue edges
from the same ai; bi canonical path.
Hence, an ai; bi almost canonical path looks very similar to an ai; bi canonical path, except it can
replace some of the horizontal black edges by green edges and vertical black edges as shown in Figure 7.
However, note that by definition, an almost canonical path must however end on the same horizontal level on
which it began. The proof of the next claim is very similar to that of Claim 7.3.
Claim 7.5. Any optimum solution for DSN contains an ai; bi almost canonical path for every i ∈ [k].
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is an optimum solution N which does not contain an almost
canonical ai; bi path for some i ∈ [k]. Hence, the ai; bi path in N starts and ends at different levels. From
the orientation of the edges, we know that there is a ai; bi path in the optimum solution that starts with the
blue edge from P`i and ends with a blue edge from P
`′
i for some `
′ > ` (note that the construction in Figure 7
does not allow any ai; bi path to climb onto an upper level).
We create a new set of edges N′ from N as follows:
• Add all those edges of P`i which were not present in N. Note that in particular, we add the last blue
edge of P`i since `
′ > `.
• Delete the last blue edge of P`′i .
It is easy to see that N′ is also a solution for (G,T ): this is because N′ contains the canonical path P`i to
satisfy the pair (ai,bi), and the last (blue) edge of any ai; bi canonical path cannot be on any c j; d j path for
any j ∈ [k]. Changing the last edge saves us (`′− `)∆≤ ∆= 5n2. But we have to careful since we also added
some edges to the solution. The total weight of edges added is ≤ 2(k+1)+2k(n−1) = 2kn+2< 5n2 = ∆
since 1≤ k ≤ n. So we are able to create a new solution N′ whose weight is less than that of an optimum
solution N, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 7.6. If the instance (G,T ) of DIRECTED STEINER NETWORK has a solution of weight at most
B∗− k2 then the instance (k,n,{Si, j : 1≤i, j≤k}) of GRID TILING has a solution.
Proof. Consider any optimum solution X . By Claim 7.3 and Claim 7.5 we know that X has an ai; bi almost
canonical path and a c j; d j canonical path for every 1≤ i, j ≤ k. Moreover these set of 2k paths form a
solution for DSN. Since any optimum solution is minimal, X is the union of these 2k paths: one for each
terminal pair. For each i, j ∈ [k] let the ai; bi almost canonical path in X be Pαii and the c j; d j canonical
path in X be Qγ jj .
The ai; bi almost canonical path P
αi
i and c j; d j canonical path Q
γ j
j in X intersect in a unique vertex in
the gadget Gi, j. If each ai; bi path was canonical instead of almost canonical, then the weight of X would
have been exactly B∗. However we know that weight of X is at most B∗− k2. It is easy to see any ai; bi
almost canonical path and any c j; d j canonical path can have at most one edge in common: the edge which
comes vertically downwards into the green vertex (see Figure 7). There are k2 gadgets, and there is at most
one edge per gadget which is used for two paths in X . Hence for each gadget Gi, j there is exactly one edge
which is used by both the ai; bi almost canonical path and the c j; d j canonical path in X . So the endpoint
of each of these common edges must be a green vertex, i.e., (αi,γ j) ∈ Si, j for each i, j ∈ [k].
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7.1 Proof of Theorem 1.4
Finally, we are now ready to prove Theorem 1.4 which is restated below:
Theorem 1.4. The edge-unweighted version of the DIRECTED STEINER NETWORK problem is W[1]-hard
parameterized by the number k of terminal pairs, even when the input is restricted to planar directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs). Moreover, there is no f (k) ·no(k) algorithm for any computable function f , unless the ETH
fails.
Proof. Given an instance (k,n,{Si, j : 1≤i, j≤k}) of GRID TILING, we use the reduction described earlier in
this section to build an instance (G,T ) of edge-weighted DIRECTED STEINER NETWORK (see Figure 6
for an illustration). It is easy to see that the total number of vertices in G is O(n2k2) and moreover can be
constructed in poly(n,k) time. Each grid is planar (green shortcut edges do not destroy planarity), and the
grids are arranged again in a grid-like manner. Figure 6 actually gives a planar embedding of G. Moreover, it
is not hard to observe that G is a DAG.
It is known [23, Theorem 14.28] that k× k GRID TILING is W[1]-hard parameterized by k, and under
ETH cannot be solved in f (k) · no(k) for any computable function f . Combining the two directions from
Lemma 7.2 and Lemma 7.6, we get a parameterized reduction from k× k GRID TILING to an instance of
DSN which is a planar DAG and has O(k) terminal pairs. Hence, it follows that DSN on planar DAGs is
W[1]-hard and under ETH cannot be solved in f (k) ·no(k) time for any computable function f .
Note that Theorem 1.4 shows that the nO(k) algorithm of Feldman-Ruhl [35] for DSN is asymptotically
optimal.
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A Vertex-unweighted versions are more general than edge-weighted ver-
sions with integer weights
In this section, for both the SCSS and DSN problems we show that the edge-weighted version (with
polynomially-bounded integer weights) can be solved using the vertex-unweighted version. Hence all our
hardness results from Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 hold for the vertex-(un)weighted versions
as well.
We give a formal proof for the DSN problem; the proof for the SCSS problem is similar. Consider an
instance I1 = (G,T ) of edge-weighted DSN with integer weights where T = {(si, ti) | i ∈ [k]}. Replace each
edge of weight ` by n` internal vertices where |G|= n. Let the new graph be G′. Consider the instance I2 of
vertex-unweighted version where the set of terminals is the same as in I1.
Theorem A.1. The instance I1 of edge-weighted DSN has a solution of weight at most C if and only if the
instance I2 of vertex-unweighted DSN has a solution with at most Cn+n vertices.
Proof. Suppose there is a solution E1 for I1 of weight at most C. For each edge in E1 pick all its internal
vertices and two endpoints in E2. Clearly E2 is a solution for I2. The number of vertices in E2 is Cn+ γ where
γ is the number of vertices of G incident to the edges in E1. Since γ ≤ n we are done.
Suppose there is a (vertex-minimal) solution E2 for I2 having at most Cn+n vertices. For any edge e ∈G
of weight c we need to pick all the cn internal vertices (plus the two endpoints of e) in E2 if we actually want
to use e in a solution for I1. So for every edge e ∈ E we know that E2 contains either all or none of the internal
vertices obtained after splitting up e according to its weight in G. Let the set of edges of G all of whose
internal vertices are in E2 be E1 = {e1,e2, . . . ,er} and their weights be c1,c2, . . . ,cr respectively. Since E2 is
a solution for I2 it follows that E1 is a solution for I1. Let S be the union of set of endpoints of the edges in E1.
Therefore Cn+n≥ |S|+n(∑ri=1 ci). Since |S| ≥ 1 we have C ≥ ∑ri=1 ci, i.e., E1 has weight at most C.
Note that the above reduction works even in the case when the edges have zero weight12: in this case we
simply wont be adding any internal vertices.
12We mention this explicitly because some of the reductions in this paper do have edges with zero weight
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B Treewidth and Minors
Definition B.1. (treewidth) Let G be a given undirected graph. Let T be a tree and B : V (T )→ 2V (G). The
pair (T ,B) is called as a tree decomposition of an undirected graph G is a tree T in which every vertex
x ∈V (T ) has an assigned set of vertices Bx ⊆V (G) (called a bag) such that the following properties are
satised:
• (P1): ⋃x∈V (T )Bx =V (G).
• (P2): For each {u,v} ∈ E(G), there exists an x ∈V (T ) such that u,v ∈ Bx.
• (P3): For each v ∈V (G), the set of vertices of T whose bags contain v induce a connected subtree of
T .
The width of the tree decomposition (T ,B) is maxx∈V (T ) |Bx|−1. The treewidth of a graph G, usually denoted
by tw(G), is the minimum width over all tree decompositions of G.
Definition B.2. (minor) Let G,H be undirected graphs. Then H is called a minor of G if H can be obtained
from G by deleting edges, deleting vertices and by contracting edges.
Definition B.3. (subdivision) Let G be an undirected graph. An edge e = u− v is subdivided by adding a
new vertex w and the edges u−w and v−w. An undirected graph H is called a subdivision of G if H can be
obtained from G by subdividing edges of G.
Lemma B.4. Subdivisions of outerplanar graphs have treewidth at most 2.
Proof. Outerplanar graphs are known to be a subclass of series parallel graphs, and hence have treewidth
at most 2. To prove this lemma, it is enough to show that subdividing one edge of an outerplanar does not
increase the treewidth. Let G be an outerplanar graph, and (T ,B) be a tree-decomposition of G of width at
most 2. Let e = u− v be an edge in G which is subdivided by adding a vertex w and the edges u−w and
v−w. We now build a tree decomposition for the resulting graph G′. We add only one vertex to V (T ): by
property (P2), there exists t ∈V (T ) such that u,v ∈ Bt . Add a new vertex t ′ and set Bt ′ = {u,v,w}. Make t ′
adjacent only to t. It is easy to check that V (T )∪{t ′} is a tree-decomposition for G′ of treewidth at most
2.
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